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ABSTRACT
The Use of the Orienting Response as an Indicator
of Selective Auditory Stimulation in the
Educational Evaluation Process of
Multiply Handicapped Individuals
(May, 1979)
Elizabeth E. Noonan, B.S., University of Rhode Island,
M.S., University of Massachusetts,
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by; Dr. Alfred L. Karl son
This study was undertaken to assess the use of the orienting
response, as monitored by heart rate, with multiply handicapped indi-
viduals to two auditory stimuli levels. In view of the literature on
the orienting response, a deceleration in heart rate was expected with
the introduction of a standard auditory stimulus (80 dB at 3000 cps).
Upon repeated presentation of this standard auditory stimulus
over eight trials, habituation was expected to occur. The introduc-
tion of the test auditory stimulus (90 dB at 3000 cps) on trial nine
should have caused the orienting response to reappear through dis-
habi tuation.
Heart rate was monitored using an electrocardiograph machine
(EKG) for the entire testing sequence of six minutes. A baseline
recording was made for the first three minutes. The trials consisted
of a fifteen second span of time during which the auditory stimulus was
on for two seconds and off for thirteen seconds. A recovery pattern
v;as recorded for the forty-five seconds following the last trial. The
VI
timing for the entire sequence was electronical ly controlled.
The orienting response pattern of cardiac deceleration to a
standard stimulus, habituation and cardiac deceleration with the intro-
duction of a test stimulus wa-. discernable, although not statistically
significant. Because this investigation dealt with multiply handicapped
individuals whose degree of hearing was questionable, a systematic
means of sorting out the no/low orienters was employed. With six
subjects statistical significance was readied for the presentation of
the standard auditory stimulus on trial one. Habituation occurred on
trial two and was maintained through trial eight. The introduction of
the test auditory stimulus did cause cardiac deceleration; however,
this deceleration was not significant. Because the orienting response
pattern was present its potential for the educational evaluation pro-
cess of multiply handicapped individuals was discussed.
In summarizing the results of the study, suggestions for areas
of future research were presented.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For many years therapists and teachers have struggled with the
perplexing problem of training or teaching a multiply handicapped indi-
vidual without any direct feedback. Without some form of direct feed-
back it was difficult to assess whether or not what they were teaching,
through various sensory modalities, was being sensed, perceived and/or
processed by the individual. This problem had significant impact upon
an individual's educational program or lack of it. The Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, Sections 503/504--Rights of the Handicapped; the Handi-
capped Children Act of 1975; Chapter 766 in Massachusetts; and Public
Law 94-142 centered around a mandate that educators had to have a
method of developing, monitoring and assessing the programs that were
set up for these individuals (67). Therefore, in order to make an
objective statement, backed by relevant data, a form of communication
was necessary to make specific determinations about the best way to
obtain certain educational results, given the known factors and con-
straints about an individual.
Sensorimotor development has been a topic of educational re-
search for the last two decades. This period of development, from
birth to two years of age, was crucial because during this time the
foundation for other hierarchical overlays was formed (39). The im-
portance of this developmental concept with multiply handicapped
1
2individuals had ramifications in terms of educational placement, cur-
riculum development and teaching methods (70).
Piaget (65) discussed the development of knowledge as a
"spontaneous process, tied to the whole process of embryogenesis.
"
Embryogenesi s was concerned with the develonment of the body, as well
as that of the nervous system and mental functions. Learning, on the
other hand, was "provoked by situations" (65).
During the sensorimotor stage, development of practical knowl-
edge occurred which constituted the substructure of later representa-
tional knowledge. All development of practical knowledge was composed
of momentary conflicts and incompatabi 1 i ties which had to be overcome
to reach a higher level of equilibrium (65).
Recognition of these conflicts, monitored physiologically, might
give important insight into the multiply handicapped individual who out-
wardly did not display an observable response yet "orientation" to
change might be taking place.
The orienting response (OR), as described by Pavlov and cited
by Uno and Grings (80), was the reflex which brought about the immedi-
ate response in man and animals to the slightest changes in the world
around them, so that they immediately orientated their appropriate
receptor organ in accordance with the perceptible quality of the agent
bringing about the change, making full investigation of it.
According to Razran (69), the OR was not comprised of a single
reflex but was a centrally organized, holistic system of a variety of
specifically distinguishable visceral, somatic, cognitive, neural, and
The vascular distinction of the OR was responsiveneuromotor reactions.
3to stimuli of all modalities, and was modifiable with repetition and
reappeared in novel settings.
Razran (69) discussed the OR as the organism's normal first re-
action to any adequate normal stimulus or, in terms of the stimulus, it
was the organism's normal reaction to a normal novel stimulus. Novelty
meant. that the stimulus possessed the OR evoking novelty for only a
limited number of presentations and included change. Novelty of the
stimulus extended liberally to inherent or acquired discriminable
changes in the attributes of the stimulus.
The OR was characterized by the following features: (1) a low
threshold, (2) extensive generalization of the excitatory process, (3)
absence of any ref 1 exogenic zone, (4) uniform responses to the stimulus
when it was switched on or switched off and (5) development of extinc-
tion, which proved to be selective with respect to the parameters of
the repeated stimulus (75).
Sokolov (75) explained the selective extinction of an OR in
terms of the concept of a "neuronal model of the stimulus." This in-
volved a "concept of a trace" which registered the properties of the
stimulus applied. The OR was thought to result from the emergence of
a "di sconcordance signal" ("mismatch"). When the external signal did
not coincide with the "neuronal model of the stimulus" and the "parame-
ters of the acting stimulus," a mismatch occurred. The neuronal model
of the stimulus registered not only the elementary, but also the com-
plex properties of a given signal, such as coincidence or succession of
several stimuli in time. This could be observed when one of the ele-
ments of a complex stimulus was excluded, or when the sequence of the
4elements in the complex was changed, for this resulted in the emergence
of an OR. Sokolov's structural scheme of the OR (75) included a con-
nection between the neocortex as the basic mechanism of the analysis of
the signals, and the hippocampus, as a system of novelty detectors.
,
Sokolov (74) investigated the higher nervous functions of the
OR as part of the complex exploratory behavior of animals and man. He
described the OR as an "independent functional system." He listed the
three main principles (74) as follows: (1) nonspecificity with regard
to the quality of the stimulus, (2) nonspecificity with regard to the
intensity of the stimulus and (3) selectivity of extinction of various
properties of the stimulus with repeated presentation.
Sokolov (74) postulated two pathways along which the applied
stimulus evoked excitation. The first led directly to the center re-
sponsible for a given component of the OR and could be blocked by "con-
ditional inhibition." The second led to the mechanism of memory trace
fixation, which he referred to as a neuronal model of the stimulus (75).
The neuronal model of the stimulus (74) had the following
characteristics: (1) the model coincided with the parameters of the
stimulus within the limits near to the "just noticeable difference,"
following multiple presentation of a constant stimulus, (2) after re-
peated presentation of stimuli (varying within given limits) the
neuronal model was generalized to match the limits of the stimulus
variation, (3) the neuronal model was a multidimensional model of the
stimulus for it simultaneously represented the intensity, quality and
temporal characteristics of the signals, (4) complex sets of stimuli
were recorded in the neuronal model, for an omission of one of the
5components of a complex stimulus elicited an OR and (5) a change in the
sequence of a repeated set of signals elicited an OR which showed that
the neuronal model involved extrapolatior) in time of the expected value
of the stimulus.
,
The origin of the OR was apparently derived from a mismatch of
extrapolatory impulses and afferent signals reaching common efferent
neurons (74). As a complex functional system, the OR included the in-
tegrative activities of different brain areas. The eliciting of the
OR depended upon the elaboration of a neuronal model of the stimulus
and a mismatch between the model and a new stimulus. Novelty was the
distinguishing characteristic from which the OR arose.
Zimny and Schwabe (93) investigated eight hypotheses derived
from Sokolov's theory on stimulus change and habituation of the OR.
The term habituation was defined as a "response decrement occurring
with repeated stimulation" (93). They monitored galvanic skin response
(GSR) as the representative component of the OR as the subjects re-
ceived a standard auditory stimulus (SS) of 86 decibels (dB) at 500
cycles per second (cps). After the eighth, sixteenth, twenty-fourth
and thirty-second trials a test auditory stimulus (TS) was presented.
The subjects were divided into two groups: the TS for one group was a
67 dB tone at 1000 cps while the other group received an 82 dB tone at
4000 cps.
Zimny and Schwabe 's results (93) confirmed the following: (1)
habituation of the OR to the SS occurred during the first set of pre-
sentations of the SS, (2) presentation of a TS produced a return of the
OR, (3) the OR to the first SS following a TS was greater than that to
6the SS immediately preceding the TS, (4) the greater the dissimilarity
between a TS and the SS, the greater the difference between the OR to
the SS preceding a TS and that to the SS following a TS, (5) the OR to
the TS was greater than to the SS immediately following the TS, (6) the
greater the dissimilarity between a TS and the SS, the less the drop in
OR from the TS to the succeeding SS, and (7) habituation of the OR oc-
curred over repeated presentation of the TS. The only hypothesis not
confirmed dealt with the greater the dissimilarity between a TS and the
SS, the greater the return of the OR. Hence, there was no differential
effect.
Zimny and Schwabe (93) concluded that habituation was suggested
as the primary or sole process underlying a decrement in response over
test trials in an autonomic conditioning study.
Van 01st (83), in his book entitled The Orienting Reflex , de-
scribed the main components of the OR pattern as follows: (1) changes in
the muscles, i.e., increased muscle tone and receptor orientation, (2)
increased sensory sensitivity (threshold lowering), (3) increased cor-
tical arousal and (4) reactions in the autonomic nervous system that
included decreased electrodermal resistance, vasoconstriction in the
extremities, vasodilation in the forehead, and changes in respiration
rate (RR) and heart rate (HR). He considered the afferent mechanism of
the OR to be determined by a sensory input that was not very specific.
The efferent mechanism of the OR consisted of somatic, sensory and
autonomic components.
The determinants of the OR were as follows: (1) novelty and
change, (2) conflict and surprise, (3) stimulus intensity, (4) percep-
7tual expectation, (5) signal value, (6) complexity and incompatibility,
(7) memory capacity, (8) social factors and (9) individual differences.
The OR played an essential part in the learning process. Luria (58)
pointed out that in mentally retarded subjects, defects in attention and
poor learning were due to defects in the OR mechanism and the habitua-
tion system.
Habituation might be regarded as a form of learning (58). Once
habituation had occurred, any perceptual change in stimulation resulted
in di shabi tuation. Dishabi tuation had been regarded as a "critical
test" for the occurrence of habituation as distinguished from other
physiological factors, such as fatigue (36). Hence, one must be pre-
sented with a type of stimulus that provided a comparison.
Berg's (6) investigation of the habituation of cardiac responses
to tone impulses in infants presented evidence indicating that di shabi
-
tuation of response magnitude or durations occurred with frequency
change or temporal pattern change. Also, the data suggested that dis-
habi tuation of response magnitude might have been affected by the degree
of habituation preceding it (6). Thus, the results showed that four-
month-old alert infants were capable of monophasic cardiac deceleration
at stimulus onset and offset, and that onset responses habituated
rapidly and dishabituated upon presentation of a novel stimulus ful-
filling the criteria for an OR.
Jeffrey (41) investigated the role of the OR and attention in
cognitive development. He proposed that in order to explain human
problem-solving behavior an adequate understanding of the development
of attention was necessary. Jeffrey and Cohen (40) had demonstrated
8that young children had difficulty utilizing cues that were not inte-
grated with the response in such a way as to ensure receptor orienta-
tion.
_
Jeffrey and Cohen (40) explained their findings with reference
to an hierarchical development of problem solving ability that involved
"cue salience."
The behavior to which the word "attention" was applied by
Jeffrey (41) consisted of the following; (1) an alerting or arousal
component (OR), (2) a receptor orienting component and (3) an internal
cue selection component. He proposed three statements to explain the
stimulus-seeking behavior. First, that cues could be ordered in terms
of their "salience" (which had implication on whether or not an OR was
elicited). Second, when a cue elicited an OR, the attentional responses
that followed tended to optimize the perception of that cue. And third,
that as the OR habituated the attention level also declined.
Jeffrey (41) stated that as the OR habituated, the response se-
quence was then considered to be the integration of a pattern of attend-
ing responses and the discontinuity of that pattern with other attending
responses or patterns. This defined an object percept or what was
called more generally a schema (which was a single wel 1 -integrated
mediating event). He further discussed that this kind of analysis of
an infant exploring a cube predicted that an object schema could be
developed only in a relatively variable context yet if the environment
was so variable as to include a large variety of "high salience cues,"
attention to the less salient features of the cube or any other object
would be unlikely. In the realm of sensorimotor development, one had
to be conscious of this and not bombard the environmental setting with
9too many "high-salience cues." Cue salience was described by Jeffrey
(41) as an inverse function of stimulus complexity or more specific-
ally, of the number of cues in the stimulus complex that would inde-
pendently el ici t an OR.
Finally, Jeffrey (41) noted that if stimuli producing rapidly
habituating ORs were paired with stimuli that produced ORs that habitu-
ated more slowly, the habituation of the OR to the first stimulus would
be impaired. This might have application to the learning of new tasks
in the educational processes of an individual.
Davidoff and McDonald's (22) data supported other research in
that the OR was present in patients with diffuse brain damage.
Kodman (50) pointed out that our knowledge of the world was
built up from the raw materials which impinged on sensory modalities,
but sensory input alone was insufficient. The organism must be capable
of integrating the information and of learning to use it.
The topic of environmental deprivation was addressed in Kodman'
s
study (50) and the need to be aware of this in setting a pattern of edu-
cational therapy. The rate of experimental growth in a retarded child
was undoubtedly altered and reduced. Sensory inputs might have arrived
at too rapid a rate to be assimilated or decoded. The importance of an
"environmental unit of experience" became very evident, rather than the
degree of sensory impairment of end-organ pathology. Reference was also
made to sensorimotor deprivation because of the lack of a functional
motoric component. Thus, the OR was a measurable phenomenon that eli-
cited certain characteristic physiological responses when an individual
was or was not overtly responsive.
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Statement of the Problen
The purpose of this investigation was to study the utilization
of the orienting response (OR) as an indicator of selective auditory
stimulation in the educational evaluation process of multiply handi-
capped individuals.
Definition of Terms
1. Adaptive behavior - Refers primarily to the environment and is re-
flected in maturation, learning and/or social adjustment.
2. Afferent neurons - Always respond to a stimulus, even with repeated
presentation.
3. Atria - The upper chamber of each half of the heart.
4. Candela - The current standard international unit of light emission,
commonly called the candle. The unit is based on the luminance of a
perfectly radiating body, which at the melting point of platinum is 60
candelas per square centimeter.
5. Comparator neurons - Respond proportionally to the difference be-
tween the afferent and the extrapolatory neurons. In other words, if
there is no difference, they do not respond.
6. Cycles per second - A unit of frequency equal to one hertz.
7. Decibels - A unit used to express relative differences in power be-
tween acoustical signals. Equal to 10 times the common logarithm of
the ratio of the two levels.
8. Di shabi tuation - Recovery of the habituated response to any percep-
tible change resulting in the return of the orienting response.
11
9. Electrocardiogram - A record of electrical heart action displaying
a certain pattern called the P,Q,R,S,T waves. The first, or P wave, is
caused by contraction of the atria. The q,R,S,T waves are related to
the contraction of the ventricles. The electrocardiogram gives impor-
tant information concerning the spread of excitation to the different
chambers of the heart.
10. Extrapol a tory neurons - Respond only if they have been activated
before (reinforcement through repetition) and generate a sequence of im-
pulses, which anticipate future impulses (before the next impulse is
actually presented).
11. Habituation - A response decrement that results from repeated
stimulation.
12. Heart - A hollow, muscular, contractile organ; the center of the
circulatory system.
13. Heart rate - The number of heart beats in one minute (beats per
minute).
14. Mental retardation - An individual with subaverage general intel-
lectual functioning which originates during the developmental period
and is associated with impairment in adaptive behavior.
15. Multiply handicapped - In this study, a person who was profoundly
mentally retarded with severe motoric involvements.
16. Neuronal model of the stimulus - A certain cell system whereby the
information is stored concerning the properties of a stimulus which has
been applied many times.
17. Novelty - A strikingly new, unusual or different stimulus that is
capable of eliciting an orienting response.
12
18. Ontogenetic development - The course of development of an indivl-
dual
.
19. Orienting reflex/response - A centrally organized, holistic system
of a variety of specifically distinguishable visceral, somatic, cogni-
tive, neural and neuromotor reactions.
20. Percept - The object of perception, an impression in the mind of
something perceived by the senses, and viewed as the basic component in
the formation of concepts.
21. Plinth - A padded table.
22. Ventricle - The lower chamber of each half of the heart.
Significance of the Study
The research of the use of the OR as an evaluation criterion
within a specified sensory modality has many potential applications to
the field of education. The expansion of this technique to monitor
various sensory modalities might provide us with a profile of the indi-
vidual to determine what is functioning and what is not functioning.
The advent of legislation to provide education for the multiply handi-
capped individual was an important step in equalizing educational oppor
tunities. Yet, such laws present the educator with the perplexing
problem of evaluating the individual so that meaningful educational in-
terventions can be initiated.
The evaluation phase of the educational development of the indi
vidual should start at the sensorimotor stage of development, because a
sensorimotor framework is necessary for higher cognitive development.
If the OR provided the educator with insight into the functioning of
13
certain sensory systems, then the utilization of this feedback mechan-
ism would definitely have a positive effect on our education of the
multiply handicapped individual. The multiply handicapped individual
would be able to establish with us a form of communication through the
physiological parameters that were monitored, while perhaps outwardly
appearing to be unresponsive.
Thus, this investigation explored the use of the physiological
parameter of HR as an indicator of the OR to the sensorimotor modality
of audition at two levels.
Hypothesi
s
1. The OR, as monitored physiologically by HR, will be evoked
to the standard auditory stimulus (SS) of 80 dB at 3000 cps.
2. The OR, as monitored physiologically by HR, will habituate
over the eight trial sequence.
3. The introduction of a test auditory stimulus (TS) of 90 dB
at 3000 cps on the ninth trial will result in di shabi tuation and a re-
turn of the OR as monitored physiologically by HR.
Methodology
In order to evaluate, monitor and set up intervention programs
as required by state and federal laws, the education profession must
respond to this massive undertaking with a systematic approach. The
multiply handicapped individual has presented the educator with a
challenge to make objective assessments without any observable feedback.
It was hypothesized that knowledge of an individual's sensory
14
modalities and their functioniru) was of primary importance in a sys-
tematic approach to education. Piacjet (65) has pointed out the im-
portance of the sensorimotor period of development as the framework for
later development.
The present investigation focused on the sensory modality of
audition and the evaluation of its functioning. Audition was chosen
because so many educational objectives are related to auditory decoding
and directed to encoding for the process of language acquisition. The
ability of the individual in terms of receptive language (hearing and
processing) was noted as a definite precursor of language development in
the normal child. The OR was a physiological phenomenon that could be
monitored and was responsive to stimulus presentation. HR was the
physiological parameter monitored because it has been demonstrated to
be very responsive to stimuli that evoke an OR (68).
The subjects in the present study were eight male and seven
female multiply handicapped individuals from Belchertown State School,
an institution for the mentally retarded. Each subject was placed on
a plinth in a supine position. None of the individuals tested had
sitting balance so this position was "natural" to them. Conventional
bipolar limb leads were used and attached to the left and right arm and
left leg using skin electrodes. Lead II (i.e., between the right arm
and left leg) was used because it provided the clearest and largest
representation of the QRS complex of the heart (71) for recording the
EKG. The QRS complex v/as part of the P,Q,R,S,T waves formed by each
heart beat.
Once the subject had been prepared for the testing sequence, a
15
three minute rest vms given so that the subject could adjust to the
situation. During the three minute rest a baseline recording was made.
The testing session followed the baseline recording. A standard
auditory stimulus from a Rudmose RA 109 Warblet 3000 audiometer of 80 dB
at 3000 cps was sounded from a standardized distance of six inches from
the top of the subject's head in the supine position. This was done to
avoid any visual cues to the subject. The duration of the standard
auditory stimulus was two seconds of 80 dB at 3000 cps.
A thirteen second interstimulus period was given between the
end of the signal and the start of the next two-second stimulus. There-
fore, a total of fifteen seconds (two seconds of 80 dB at 3000 cps
(standard auditory stimulus) and thirteen seconds interstimulus rest
period) comprised one trial sequence. A total of eight trial sequences
were given of the standard auditory stimulus. On the ninth trial, a
test auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000 cps vms administered. The test
auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000 cps was used to reinstitute the OR
(which was hypothesized to have habituated to the standard auditory
stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps) through dishabi tuation.
After the completion of the ninth trial (test auditory stimulus
of 90 dB at 3000 cps) a continual recording for the next 45 seconds was
made to establish a recovery rate.
Analysis of the Data
The data were analyzed using the R-R interval (beats per minute)
as the standard measure of the EKG. ANOVAs were computed to ascertain
if there was a significant difference between (1) pre-standard auditory
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stimulus and post-standard auditory stimulus for all einht trials,
(2) pretest auditory stimulus and post-test stimulus for the ninth
trial, (3) baseline pr'etest and baseline post-test, and (4) post-test
trial eight and pretest trial nine.
Summary
This study was conducted to determine the use of the OR as an
indicator of selective auditory stimulation as part of the educational
evaluation process of multiply handicapped individuals. This was ac-
complished by monitoring the HR of each individual when he/she was
exposed to a standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps and a test
auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000 cps. It was expected that the OR,
as monitored by HR, would appear to the presentation of the standard
auditory stimulus and that it would habituated over the eight trials
and that the presentation of the test auditory stimulus would cause
reinstitution of the OR through dishabi tuation.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I ntroducti on
This review of the literature incorporated a brief presentation
of the stages of sensorimotor development and the human body's response
to stimuli. The orienting response (OR) was the focus of the review and
the use of this characteristic reaction pattern with multiply handi-
capped individuals was developed with special reference to the auditory
mode.
The Stages of Sensorimotor Development
The stages of sensorimotor development (65, 70, 90, 91) as
reported in the literature were as follows:
(birth to Stage I
1 month)
(1 month to Stage II
4 months)
(4 months to Stage III
8 months)
Extension of reflex activity.
Integration of reflex activity with
higher activities: coordination of hand
with mouth, vision with grasping, by
repetition of simple behavior patterns
(primary circular reactions) directed to
the child's own body and not acting on
objects (e.g., hand movements).
Reproduction of chance-made movements
(secondary circular reactions) that pro-
duce an effect on objects which the child
had seen or heard (e.g., the child makes
objects swing or rattle).
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(8 months to Stage IV
12 months)
(12 months to Stage V
18 months)
(18 months Stage VI
onward)
Application of existing behavior patterns
to new situations (e.g., the child knocks
down an obstacle that prevents him from
grasping an object).
Discovery of new behavior patterns in new
situations through experimentation: (a)
when the child handles objects, instead
of the simple repetition of Stage III,
there is variation in the effect, ap-
parently directed at exploring the ob-
ject; (b) new means are discovered to
solve a problem (e.g., the child obtains
an object that is out of his reach by
pulling an extension of it).
Invention of new means to solve a problem
by foresight (e.g., the child uses a
stick to obtain an object that is out of
reach)
.
Woodward's study of the behavior of profoundly retarded indivi-
duals (90) in terms of Piaget's theory of sensorimotor development
indicated that sensorimotor responses, ranked in order in which re-
tarded persons showed them, in decreasing order of frequency and agreed
closely with those observed by Piaget to appear in normal infants at
successive ages (90). Thus, she concluded that the sensorimotor ac-
tivities of the mentally retarded individual could be classified into
the six main types similar to those observed by Piaget in normal in-
fants .
Woodward (90) further investigated the application of Piaget's
theory to research in mental deficiency. She stated that the object of
Piaget's theory was to trace the "evolution of abstract thinking from
its origins in the sensorimotor behavior of infancy through the inter-
mediate forms." Piaget's theory provided a conceptual framework from
which to study the behavior of mentally retarded individuals. The most
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important feature was the "order of the steps," not the age at which
they were attained.
Gorman and Escalona (20) studied the stages of sensorimotor
development as defined by Piaget. Their study suggested that "environ-
mentally deprived individuals would be expected to move from one stage
to the next stage, having achieved a smaller proportion of items at the
preceding stage by comparison with the environmentally more favored
child." The knowledge of the relationship between environmental or
intrinsic factors and the rate at which more complex structures were
developed needed to be further explored. However, the stages of sen-
sorimotor development lent themselves to the "design of preventive and
compensatory programs for young children."
Giblin (31) investigated the development of imitation in
Piaget's sensorimotor period of infant development. He proposed four
criteria for assessing the development of imitation during this period
as follows: (1) accuracy, (2) speed of acquiring imitation, (3) degree
of complexity that the infant was capable of acquiring, and (4) novelty
of imitation. His finding demonstrated the existence of a developmental
sequence which supported Piaget's theory.
Woodward and Stern (92) compared the developmental patterns of
severely retarded children to Piaget's sensorimotor stages. They noted
that during Stage VI the behavior of the child indicated that he had
some means of representing objects to himself in their absence, and
therefore, implied the development of "a symbolic function," which made
possible the systematic acquisition of language. This also pointed out
the importance of a functional auditory system for receptivity of
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language preceded expressive language.
They found that severely retarded individuals, although grossly
delayed in all areas of developiiient, tended to develop much more
rapidly in the locomotor area than they did in the sphere of speech
acquisition. From these results they postulated that severely retarded
individuals developed relatively more rapidly in the aspects which were
maturational and that they developed relatively more slowly in aspects
which depended more on learning (92).
Kahn (47) also investigated the relationship of Piaget's sen-
sorimotor period to language acquisition of profoundly retarded child-
ren. He postulated the concept of "readiness." That is, did the child
have the necessary cognitive structures and functional auditory recep-
tivity from which meaningful expressive language could develop? His
findings indicated support for the hypothesis that Stage VI functioning
was a necessary, though not sufficient, prerequisite for learning mean-
ingful expressive language. This finding supported Piaget's view that
the framework for language began to be acquired during Stage VI of the
sensorimotor period. This was due to the transition from perceptual-
motor to verbal behavior and was based on his theory of the development
of "mental images." Once this had been developed the necessary cogni-
tive structures for representation were in place and the individual was
then capable of acquiring meaningful language.
Thus, mentally retarded individuals did follow the six sequen-
tial steps of the sensorimotor period as described by Piaget.
The
degree of environmental experience was an important component
that in-
fluenced development, and maturation and readiness were
involved.
Human Body's Response to S timul
i
The human body is composed of many systems v/hich interrelate
and interact with each other while performing certain functional roles.
Allen and Schwartz's conclusions (1) supported those of Sherrington
that in the human body a wide-spread system of nervous channels existed
through which certain effects of stimulation of one organ were conveyed
to other organs, both similar and dissimilar in character. Such a
statement at the turn of the century formed the conceptual framework
for the orienting response (OR) and for its impact upon the different
physiological parameters.
Lacey (SI) addressed the relationship of the autonomic nervous
system to behavior in general and to the problems of neurosis and psy-
chosis, because the professional field was inundated with controversy.
He focused attention on the utilization of the measurements of peripher-
ally accessible functions such as heart rate (HR), skin temperature,
muscle potentials and skin resistance in the course of therapeutic
interviews. He further related these psychophysiological studies to a
variety of "emotional" states.
Simple physical stimuli that were not startling or painful or
intense could produce the same physiological changes, especially if
they were a novel intrusion into the environment. Perhaps he was
referencing a type of "orienting response" because he went on to discuss
the physiological changes as being "indicators" of the state of arou-
sal
,
activation, energy level, behavior intensity or general tension of
the organi sm" (51 )
.
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This use of autonomic and skeletal functions as an indicator
or metering of the intensity of affect and intensity of arousal sug-
gested a 'substitutive" use of physiological measures much like the
lie detector.
Novel ty . Novelty as related to experiences introduced a wider horizon
of awareness and differentiation. Cantor (15) studied the responses of
infants and children to complex and novel stimulation. Stimulus com-
plexity referred to "the amount of variety or diversity in a stimulus
pattern." The degree of complexity was considered by Berlyne (9) to
be positively related to "the number of distinguishable elements in a
stimulus complex and to the extent of the dissimilarity between the
component element."
Novelty (9) was defined as the presence in a stimulus of some
property never perceived by the organism ("absolute" novelty) or the
presence of familiar elements or qualities in a combination or pattern
which was new in the organism's experience ("relative" novelty).
Novelty that dealt with the organism's recent experience was further
defined as "long-term" novelty (periods of days, months or years) or
"short-term" novelty (periods of minutes or hours).
John (42) discussed the response to a novel stimulus in terms
of arousal, OR and evoked potentials. The presentation of a novel
stimulus to an animal resulted in apparent alerting or arousal, which
was accompanied by searching movements or orientation toward the source
of the stimulus. The origin of EEG activity was presumed to be the
brainstem reticular activating system.
?.3
The OR had been called the hippocampal arousal pattern. With
the presentation of a novel stimuli to naive animals, widespread elici-
tation of evoked potentials were noted, indicating that the effects of
such stimuli spread far beyond the confines of the modality-specific
sensory systems.
Berlyne’s (7) article on attention to change distinguished the
following terms. A stimulus might be "new" or "unusual" in relation to
an individual's total life-history or just in relation to what had im-
mediately preceded it. In the first situation with something "complete-
ly new" the stimuli aroused a drive-stimulus producing response. The
second condition, "suddeness and movement," were the factors of concern
and the term "change" could be properly applied. Surprise or conflict
between a perception and an expectation was a factor whose capacity to
draw attention had been investigated. In some instances an unexpected
change made something less likely to be noticed.
In summary, Berlyne (7) confirmed that a stimulus which was
recently changed was more likely to be responded to than others which
had remained unchanged for some time. This effect diminished with time.
The effect was not as apparent when several stimuli changed and one
remained unchanged. Finally, the effect was particularly strong and
tended to persist if the changed stimulus continued to undergo change.
Arousal, attention and learning . In order for an individual to be
aware, activation processes had to be put into motion. That is, the
person had to be aroused. Once the individual had been aroused the next
step was to have the person attend. Then the integration of the re-
sponse to the given stimulus into the repertoire of other behavioral
reactions was required in order for learning to take place.
Obrist (64) investigated cardiovascular differentiation of
sensory stimuli. His work supported the findings of Lacey (51, 52)
and showed that stimuli requiring attention to environmental input sig-
nificantly decelerated the heart and significantly decreased the
variability of the R-R interval and systolic blood pressure. Noxious
stimuli and conceptual tasks initiated sympathetic-like changes, e.g.,
increases in systolic blood pressure, decreases in pulse pressure and
increases in HR. Evidence was presented that both the hypothalamus and
the frontal cortical areas could have influenced cardiovascular activ-
ity.
It can be seen by the research presented that monitoring cardio-
vascular changes made it possible to differentiate certain classes of
sensory stimuli.
Cohen et al. (19) investigated a technique for the assessment
of affect change. Galvanic skin response (GSR) and electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) recordings were made while a series of words were heard.
Changes in arousal level were reflected in the relationship of the
amplitude of the subject's GSR to specific, externally applied stimuli
and to the frequency of spontaneous, non-specific responses. The use
of an objective assessment of arousal level has potential in both
clinical and therapeutic evaluations.
Kahneman et al. (48) studied pupillary, flR and skin resistance
changes during a mental task at three levels of difficulty. The infor-
mation from these three physiological responses indicated an increase in
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sympathetic activity during information intake and processing and a
corresponding decrease during the report phase.
Kagan and Rosman (45) studied cardiac and respiratory correlates
of attention and analytic attitude. An analytic attitude was defined
as being the result of two components: (1) the tendency to analyze
visual arrays and (2) the tendency to reflect upon the differential
validity of alternative responses in problem situations, where two or
more response alternatives were presented simultaneously. A thirty item
Conceptual Style Test was used with eight hundred children in the first
through sixth grades. In general, there was a linear and positive rela-
tionship between the number of analytic responses and age.
One of the implications drawn by the authors from the data was
the possible use of RR and HR as supplementary indices of the degree of
attention invested in a visual stimulus. The use of these measurements
along with behavioral observations could yield a more sensitive measure
of attention.
Winters and Goettler (89) investigated one trial learning of
intellectually average and mentally retarded children utilizing three
methods of presentation. One important finding was that the mentally
retarded children differed from the intellectually average children on
a recognition task, by having "excessive false alarms" in their re-
sponses. Such a manifestation could be caused by an "inability to
inhibit" certain actions.
Gordon (32) investigated some aspects of sensory discrimination
in Down's Syndrome. He defined sensory discrimination as that part of
the field of sensation that dealt generally with thresholds and just
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noticeable differences. His study referenced that these individuals
were unable to give any intelligent report of their sensory impressions
and therefore, the examiner must rely upon the behavior exhibited in
response to the stimuli. Thus, the child may have failed to respond to
a stimulus, or his reaction may have been retarded or even unusual, not
just because of a defect in the sense organ, but because of insuffici-
ent attention or lack of motor control.
Inadequacies to perform a perceptual -motor reconstruction test
item cannot in itself demonstrate the absence of perception. In this
instance, perceptual recognition, perceptual analytic and perceptual
synthetic capacities could still be present. Thus, it was essential to
approach perception and learning in a systematic way in order to under-
stand the level of intactness of the functions being studied.
Bortner and Birch (12, 13) stated that the inability of brain-
injured patients to reproduce block designs was not based upon an in-
ability to accurately perceive the presented model. Rather, they con-
cluded that the difficulty appeared to involve an "inability to trans-
late a percept into an appropriately organized pattern of acts." The
ability to perceive and the inability to reproduce that which was per-
ceived may, therefore, be viewed as an aspect of vulnerability to brain
damage at different stages of ontogenetic development.
The effects of brain injury on behavior appeared to follow the
general law of ontogenetic stability, that earlier learned functions
were less affected by neurological damage than were more recently
acquired patterns. Brain-injured individuals did indeed discriminate
designs better than reproducing them. Therefore, this had a direct
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implication for the training model used in an educational setting.
Horowitz (37) surveyed assessment procedures of the newborn
and of the infant during the first month of life. He found that the
assessment procedures could be categorized into three groups. One
group consisted of tests used primarily as screening devices (e.g.,
Apgar and Denver Development Screening Test). The second category
dealt with the identification of abnormalities in infants. This in-
volved evaluating the neurological status and functioning of the
organism. The third group consisted of behavioral assessment tech-
niques (e.g., Gesell Developmental Schedules and the Bayley Scales of
Infant Development).
The Brazelton Scale, although classified as a behavioral assess-
ment, included an assessment of the responsiveness to the dimensions of
stimulation. Throughout the examination observations of "general tonus,
lability of skin color, lability of states, peak of excitement, alert-
ness, irritability, amount of self quieting, consol ability, amount of
activity, mouthing, tremulousness, rapidity of build-up and vigor" were
made. The results of using this scale indicated the degree of test-
retest stability for subjects on this scale from three days to four
weeks. Therefore, a single evaluation procedure had been identified
that included newborns as well as four week old infants.
Another yield from this investigation was the challenge not to
accurately predict "what children will end up where" but to gain an
understanding of how reliable individual differences interact with the
environment to produce specified outcomes. Thus, only when we under-
stand the process v/ill we be able to move toward a technology of early
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intervention whose main purpose would be the prevention of developmental
defici ts
.
Stillman (77) described the develooinent of the Cal 1 ier-Azusa
Scale which was designed to assess the abilities of low functioninn
deaf-blind or otherwise multiply handicapped children. This was done
by observations of spontaneous behavior in structured and unstructured
settings. He stated that an assessment v/as an essential component of
any comprehensive educational or therapeutic program. Therefore, an
accurate assessment was necessary to provide a rational basis for plan-
ning objectives and goals. Pyfer (67) also noted the importance of
evaluation with multiply handicapped individuals in view of new educa-
tional laws.
Auditory stimulation . Audition has an important role in the acquisition
of language. Receptivity of language through the sensory modality of
audition preceded expressive language in normal development. The fol-
lowing investigations dealt with exploring the sensory modality of
audition. Steinschneider (76) investigated the effect of sound inten-
sity on the RR in newborn infants. RR and HR were recorded as the two
to five day old neonates received four sound intensities of 55, 70, 85
and 100 dB in a setting with 47 dB background noise level. He found
that both the temporal and magnitudinal characteristics of the RR were
influenced by the intensity of sound stimulation.
Bridqer (14) investigated sensory habituation and discrimination
in the human neonate (one to five days old). His premise was that a
study of the infant's ability to habituate his startle response to a
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sensory stimulus would measure some aspects of his sensory capacity.
Basically he was raising two questions: (1) did newborn infants show
the phenomenon of habituation and (2) did they have the capacity for
sensory discrimination? Bridger's review of previous literature (14)
stated that infants did not show sensory discrimination in any modality.
Habituation was defined in this study as a "decrement and cessation of
response with repeated application of a constant stimulus." HR was
continuously monitored. The results indicated that many infants had
the ability to habituate their arousal response if the stimulus was
applied with an interval of less than five seconds.
Bridger (14) characterized the habituation into two phases: (1)
the cessation of the marked startle response and (2) the cessation of
any response at all. The procedure for the experiment consisted of a
repetitive series of pure tone auditory stimuli, which had a constant
loudness intensity.
The implication for the existence of habituation and discrimina-
tion in the neonate in regard to neocortical function had been ques-
tioned. Sokolov (75) indicated a similar phenomenon in adults with a
critical difference. He described habituation to auditory stimuli but
also stated that when the interval between the stimuli was decreased or
the intensity of the stimulus was decreased, the response occurred
again. Sokolov (75) ascribed this function to the existence in the neo-
cortex of a "neuronal model of the stimulus."
In the Bridger study (14), the infants did not lose their habi-
tuation to a given stimulus if the stimulus was decreased in intensity
or applied after a shorter interval. The response only returned if the
il
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interval was lengthened.
Thus, one could conclude that adult habituation was apparently
of a different order and that the neonate's response might not have been
dependent on the neocortex at this stage of development.
Lang and Hnatiow (53) sought to define the cardiac response and
extinction of changes in HR with repeated presentation of a simple
auditory stimulus to twenty-four college males. One problem had been
the difficulty in determining the precise nature of the HR response.
Their experiment was an attempt to define that part of the cardiac
activity which was a reflexive response to a simple auditory stimulus.
The results of their experiment were that HR response was com-
posed of a diphasic v^ave form, characterized by an acceleration phase
beginning immediately after stimulus onset and followed by a period of
marked deceleration.
Davis (24) studied the motor effects of strong auditory stimuli.
He generalized the theory of implicit somatic reactions such that one
should also have expected the reactions to be present when the indivi-
dual was, to the outside observer, quite passive and merely receiving
stimulation. An example would be if the individual was instructed to
do nothing upon the reception of a stimulus. Perhaps such an overlay
to inhibit response was mediated by the cerebral cortex.
Furthermore, if peripheral responses could be monitored, they
would be a powerful tool for investigation since it would then be pos-
sible to use them as indicators of the processes which intervened be-
tween a stimulus and its overt response which may not occur for some
time.
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Davis (23), in 1939, studied the effects of acoustic stimuli on
the waking human brain. He found that acoustic stimuli caused elec-
trical on-effects and off-effects on the waking human brain.
Hubei et al
.
(38) in their study of attention in the auditory
cortex of cats, found that there vfere certain cortical units that
seemed to be sensitive to auditory stimuli only if the subject "paid
attention." The data reflected that the neural processes responsible
for attention played an important role in determining whether or not a
given acoustic stimulus proved adequate. They further stated that per-
haps some of the non-responding cell units became activated only when
certain other conditions were spontaneously met.
Levn's and Spaulding (54) investigated the differential cardiac
response to visual and auditory stimulation in the infant, six months
of age. An analysis of their cardiac responses indicated that the
onset of a stimulus presentation resulted in a monophasic, cardiac
deceleration.
Because of the discrepancy of reported results in terms of
cardiac response for neonates and six month old infants, Lewis and
Spaulding (54) stated that it was important for the experimenter (E)
to differentiate the cardiac response to presentation (experimental
operation) from the onset of orientation (subject's operation). These
considerations were important because the neonates might not have
"attended" to the stimulus presentation for two reasons: (1) they might
not have been in an alert state and/or (2) the immaturity of the neural
organization might have resulted in the neonate being prone to startle
easily. This of course would have resulted in cardiac acceleration.
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The difference in cardiac response curves associated with pre-
sentation and orientation suggested a two-phase process of attending.
Lewis and Spaulding (54) considered that the initial response to the
stimulus presentation might have been alerting or a startle resoonse
with a cognitive element of "What's happening?" and cardiac accelera-
tion. The second phase would be considered one of "orientation" and
absorption of the stimulation resulting in cardiac deceleration.
Kagan and Lewis (46) studied the human infant's attention to
visual and auditory stimuli. Two novel stimuli (tone and music) were
used in contrast to the more familiar voices and both novel stimuli
produced the most sustained cardiac deceleration.
There was one important methodological implication in the data
presented, namely that cardiac deceleration was a "characteristic cor-
relate of sustained and active attention" and that the highly attentive
infants were more likely to manifest a significant deceleration watching
a stimulus than were less attentive children. Such a decrease in HR
was, in part, a result of motor quieting and subtle changes in respira-
tion, which were events suggestive of an active study of a stimulus
pattern. Therefore, cardiac monitoring as well as fixation time pro-
vided the experimenter with a good measurement index for assessing the
"intensity of attention."
Ellingson (27) studied the cerebral electrical responses to
auditory and visual stimuli in the human infant as well as in cats and
rabbits. He found that cerebral electrical responses could be divided
into two broad categories: (1) "non-specific responses"--those which
tended to occur regardless of the sensory modality stimulated, and (2)
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"specific responses"
— those which tended to occur to stimulation in only
one modality.
In Ellingson's study (27) of the human infant, the following
results were noted: (1) visual evoked responses appeared during the
third trimester of fetal life, (2) postnatally, there was a gradual
increase in the complexity of the response with additional response com-
ponents or responses occurring at some time after birth, and (3) fatig-
ability was a noted characteristic of evoked response in the newborn,
but it decreased with age as shown by an increased responsiveness to
repetitive stimulation.
Davis et al
.
(25) studied HR responses of ten neonates (twenty
four and forty eight hours old) to a series of visual, auditory, olfac-
tory and tactile stimuli. They found that lights, tactile stimulation
and auditory clicks produced a monophasic cardiac acceleration, while
olfactory stimulation produced persistent acceleration.
Jones (44) investigated the GSR in infants, three to eleven
months of age. He recorded the infant's overt behavior by use of a
detailed record of body movements, changes in facial expression, flush-
ing, overt respiratory changes and any vocalizations during exposure
to electro-tactile (shock) stimuli and loud sounds. The use of such
"running records" was an important source of information in conjunction
with the monitoring of physiological changes.
Tizard (79) investigated habituation of EEG and skin potential
changes in normal and severely retarded children to an auditory stimu-
lus. The overactivity of some retarded children had been speculated to
be due to an inhibitory mechanism defect. That is, a child was unable
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to stop attending to or responding to irrelevant stimuli or was slow to
habituate. lizard's findings supported this speculation. The subjects
were between the ages of eight and ten years. Piaget's Sensori -Motor
Scale was used to determine the mental age of the retarded children.
The results, using skin potential as a measure, showed the following:
(1) no difference between groups in total number of responses to sound,
(2) some habituation in normal children while awake, and (3) no habitu-
ation to sound during sleep.
Intelligence, learning potential and level of physical wellness
were factors that could influence an individual's functioning level to
varying degrees. Luria's study (56) of the abnormal child pointed out
the need for differential diagnosis between several groups of children
who fail in school for different reasons. His presentation was limited
to four groups. The first group was composed of "educationally backward
children." Intellectually they were quite normal, but some of them had
emotional conflicts, which seemed to impinge upon their attitudes to-
wards school or they had perhaps missed a month or more of school. The
resolution of this condition was brought about by individual training.
The second group, labeled "feebleminded," was composed only of
children who suffered brain damage or injury during the intrauterine
period, the delivery or the first years of development. These children
needed special schools.
The third group was called "asthenic" or weak children. They
were characterized as being clever, but became exhausted very quickly.
Luria (56) referenced the work of Piaget, stating that there were two
types of neurodynamic reactions to weakness: (1) an abnormal excitatory
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reaction, and ( 2 ) an abnormal inhibitory reaction. Such abnormal reac-
tions disturbed the balance within the individual and caused him to
fail. These individuals needed special medical treatment as well as a
special curriculum.
The fourth group was composed of individuals who had "partial
defects." Luria (56) explained the impact of these "partial defects"
and the ramifications they had in the educational process of an indi-
vidual. For instance, he considered that a hearing deficit, which went
undetected early in the developmental process, miglit later be inter-
preted as "retarded" growth or some inability on the part of the child.
This might be the cause of a child being placed in an institution.
This then pointed out the necessity of determining the intactness and
functionality of the auditory sense as well as other senses.
Orienting Response
The OR consisted of certain physiological responses that were
initiated with reference to a change in stimuli. The following de-
veloped the components of the OR and compared it to the adaptive and
defensive reflexes.
Razran (69) studied the following reactions and delimited these
as components of the OR: pupillary dilation, galvanic skin reflex,
el ectroencephal ographic desynchronization, a variety of respiratory
changes, special oculomotor, digital manual, pedal and general bodily
motor and proprioceptive reactions. He further noted that the OR pat-
tern did not really "manage" the stimuli that came to it but merely
reacted to their presence, its reactions thus being "more preparatory
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than consumatory and preadaptive rather than adaptive."
The relationship of the OR to human pathology was evident in
the difficulty associated with arousing this reaction in schizophrenic,
head injured individuals and mentally retarded children. The evidence
presented, however, was very meager and the study of this disruption of
the OR in pathology needed further investigation to apprise the theo-
retical and practical -cl i nical significance of this reaction.
Razran (69) concluded that fully developed ORs were cognitive,
or that cognition emerged from the OR as the material basis. Hovjever,
there may well be "reactions without ORs, ORs without cognition, cog-
nition without awareness, and, for that matter, levels of awareness."
Hence, the need for further research was evident.
Sokolov (75) demonstrated that with "polygraphic recording of
somatic, vegetative and electroencephalographic responses in man and
animals" one could differentiate defensive, orienting and adaptive
reflexes by repeated applications of stimuli of different intensities
and modal i ties
.
The adaptive reflex was defined by Sokolov (75) as a local
defense reflex. It was characterized by the following: (1) a relative-
ly high threshold, (2) specific type of response, (3) local reflexo-
genic zone, (4) different direction of changes taking place when
the
stimulus vjas switched on or switched off and (5) high stability
when
the stimulus was repeated. The defensive reflex was a
reflex of the
whole organism. It differed from the adaptive reflex
by an extensive
generalization of the response and required a higher
threshold and
ability to arise as a result of stimulation of
different modalities (75).
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The OR was characteri zed by Sokolov (75) as havinq the following
features: (1) a low threshold, (2) extensive generalization of the
excitatory process, (3) absence of any reflexogenic zone, (4) uniform
responses to the stimulus when it was switched on or switched off and
(5) development of extinction which proved to be selective with respect
to the parameters of the repeated stimulus (75).
Sokolov (74) investigated the higher nervous functions of the
OR as part of the complex exploratory behavior of animals and man. He
described the OR as an "independent functional system." Sokolov (74)
listed the three main principles of the OR as follows: (1) nonspecifi-
city with regard to the quality of the stimulus, (2) nonspecificity with
regard to the intensity of the stimulus and (3) selectivity of extinc-
tion of various properties of the stimulus with repeated presentation.
The first principle made it possible to differentiate the OR
from adaptation and defensive reflexes. That is, the adaptation reflex
depended on the quality of the stimulus (the defensive reflex to a pain-
ful situation) and was characterized by a nonhabituating constriction
of both peripheral and cerebral vessels.
The main method employed in the study of the OR involved selec-
tive habituation to certain characteristics of the stimulus and subse-
quent change of those characteristics. The extinction of the OR in-
volved a gradual decrease in the duration of response with little or
no change in the latent period. Thus, the arrival of afferent impulses
to the centers from which different compound reactions of the OR
arose
was regulated by a "conditioned mechanism" which modified
"synaptic
transmission."
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Sokolov (74, 75) postulated two pathways alonq which the
applied stimulus evoked excitation. The first led directly to the
center responsible for a given component of the OR and could be blocked
by "conditional inhibition." The second led to the mechanism of memory
trace fixation which has been referred to as a "neuronal model of the
stimulus" (see Figure 1).
The "neuronal model of the stimulus" (74, 75) had the following
characteristics: (1) the model coincided with the parameters of the
stimulus within limits near to the "just noticeable difference," which
followed multiple presentations of a constant stimulus, (2) after re-
peated presentation of stimuli (varying within given limits) the
neuronal model was generalized to match the limits of the stimulus
variation, (3) the neuronal model was a multidimensional model of the
stimulus for it simultaneously represented the intensity, quality and
temporal characteristics of the signals, (4) complex sets of stimuli
were recorded in the neuronal model for an omission of one of the com-
ponents of a complex stimulus elicited an OR and (5) a change in the
sequence of a repeated set of signals elicited an OR which showed that
the neuronal model involved extrapolation in time of the expected value
of the stimulus.
Velden (84) suggested in 1978 a revision in the neuronal model
which considered the information transmitted by a stimulus as in some
way being weighted by the relevance of the context to which it belonged.
He conceptualized the information content of the stimulus and the phy-
sical properties independently and divided the motivation determining
the strength of the OR into a situation-specific part
(relevance) and a
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Figure 1. Sokolov's Habituation Model.
The sensory input (S) was transmitted in two ways, via the
specific pathways (1) to the cortical level (A) and via collaterals
(2) to the reticular formation (B). A novel stimulus will activate
B via pathway (2) and via pathways (1) and (5). The latter repre-
sented the corticoreticular pathv^ays through which excitatory impulses
reach the RF. Activation of B elicited the autonomic and somatic com-
ponents of the OR via (7). At the same time activation of the cor-
tical level was taking place via (4). The specific input was trans-
mitted via (6). As a' result of the stimulus, a stimulus model became
established in A, and produced a negative feedback via (3) which
blocked impulses traveling to B via (2). In other words, habituation
was initiated. If, on the other hand, no neuronal model of an in-
coming stimulus existed or if the stimulus was appreciably different
from a recently established model, an OR would be elicited (83, p. 34).
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stimulus-specific part (orienting incentive). However, he stressed
that there were no standardized and theoretical well founded procedures
for assessing the amount of subjective relevance of some orienting
si tuati ons
.
The integrative efferent center of the OR had been hypothesized
to be the reticular formation. The role of higher levels of the central
nervous system in the regulation of reticular formation excitability has
been the topic of research. The following were some of the suggested
areas of involvement: the hypothalamus, thalamus, and the existence of
a corticoreticular feedback mechanism to achieve inhibition. More
studies were needed in order to delineate the involvement of areas in
the OR.
Habituation of local cortical arousal (74) or the selective ex-
tinction of the response to a sequence of stimuli, such that the re-
sponse reoccurred if one of the stimuli was omitted or the order was
changed, involved three functionally different types of neurons. Af-
ferent neurons were always responsive to the stimulus, even with re-
peated presentation. The chief characteristics were their specificity
to the modality of the stimulus and stability of the response. Ex-
trapolatory neurons tended to respond as they have responded in the
past. This locking in on a given stimulus appeared to be very selective
and represented a specific state of the afferent neurons. Comparator
neurons responded quantitatively according to the degree of assimilarity
between signals coming to them from afferent and extrapolatory
neurons.
They resembled an "attention unit" as described by Hubei et
al
.
(38).
The origin of the OR was apparently derived from a
mismatch of
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extrapolatory impulses and afferent signals reaching common efferent
neurons (74). As a complex functional system the OR included the inte-
grative activities of different brain areas. It depended upon the
elaboration of a neuronal model of the stimulus and a mismatch between
the model and a new stimulus. Novelty was the distinguishing character-
istic from which the OR arose.
Vinogradova (75) stated that the OR was a reaction which was
determined by the absence of an acting signal in the stored experience.
He postulated that the presence of the "new" was impossible without the
existence of the "old" (through some trace formation). When the OR
could not be extinguished in pathological conditions it was a result of
the disappearance of stored traces, which were necessary for comparison
or perhaps that the process of registration of new traces was defective
in some way.
The hippocampus inhibited manifestation of the OR in a gradual
way, as repeated signals became fixed in the nervous system by forming
a model of the stimulus (75). The role of the hippocampus was to per-
form a single function: it allowed the passage of information for
registration, so long as it was new (memory) and blocked it when it
lost its further informative property (extinction of the OR) (75).
Sokolov and Paramonova (72) found that there was a high degree
of selectivity in the extinction of the OR, relative to one of the
properties of the stimulus, namely its intensity. The selective ex-
tinction of reactions to any other property of the stimulus (amplitude,
time or frequency characteristics) suggested that the process of extinc-
tion was mediated by a peculiar model of the stimulus which was formed
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in the nervous system as a result of the applications of the stimulus
presented during extinction. Thus, extinction of an OR was connected
with the development of internal inhibition which suggested the exis-
tence of special mechanisms for the selection of signals: mechanisms
which could not be described in terms of chanoe in level of sensitivity.
Hence, the construct of some type of "nervous filter" (72).
Van 01st (83) described the main components of the OR pattern
as follows: (1) changes in the muscles, i.e., increased muscle tone and
receptor orientation, (2) increased sensory sensitivity (threshold
lowering), (3) increased cortical arousal and (4) reactions in the
autonomous nervous system that included decreased electrodermal resis-
tance, vasoconstriction in the extremities, vasodilation in the fore-
head, and changes in RR and HR. He considered the afferent mechanism
of the OR to be determined by sensory input that was not very specific.
The efferent mechanism of the OR consisted of somatic, sensory and auto-
nomic components.
The following were the determinants of the OR: (1) novelty and
change, (2) conflict and surprise, (3) stimulus intensity, (4) percep-
tual expectation, (5) signal value, (6) complexity and incompatability,
(7) memory capacity, (8) social factors and (9) individual differences.
The OR played an essential part in the learning process. Habituation
was defined as a response decrement that resulted from repeated stimu-
lation and might be regarded as a form of learning (83). Once habitua-
tion had occurred, any perceptable change in stimulation would result
in dishabituation. Hence, a type of comparison was necessary.
Van Olst's (83) experimental results supported Sokolov's theory
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with the exception of the filter model.
Floru (75) suggested that ORs be classified as "preadaptive
reactions," An OR might be regarded as the turning to attention as
well as inattention. The reason for this was that the first effect of
the OR on a "new" and "unexpected stimulus" was interruption of the
activity in progress (which was a disorganizing effect) and also the
initiation of other activities (which was a reorganizing activity).
The further evolution of this activity was dependent upon the subse-
quent significance of the stimulus. For the loss of the orienting
significance of a stimulus led to "inattention," while the acquisition
of a new significance led to "attention." The extinction of this reac-
tion was a strictly selective unresponsiveness to the previous stimulus
(neuronal model of the stimulus), while in psychological terms it was a
selective, learned inattention.
Raskin et al. (68) investigated the problem of differentiating
the OR from defensive reflexes (DR). They noted that FIR deceleration
was characteristic of the OR, while HR acceleration was characteristic
of the DR.
Attention . Attention, as previously discussed, was a critical factor
if learning was to occur. Wilson and Lewis (88) conducted a develop-
mental study of infant attention using a multivariate approach. Their
rationale was based upon the fact that so many response measures had
been related to attention (ongoing activity and movement, HR decelera-
tion, sucking behavior and respiratory changes) that the interrela-
tionships among them might be important and that the responses changed
^4
meaning as the infant developed.
Wilson and Lewis's study (88) involved sixty-four subjects
(thirty-two boys and thirty-two girls) that were seen longitudinally
at six, thirteen, twenty-four and forty-four months of age. Visual
stimuli (pictures) were used and varied in complexity and interest in
an attempt to maintain a fairly consistent level of attention over
ages. The first component was consistently characterized by much
looking, decreased HR, particularly at the older ages, and little ac-
tivity. This component represented an orienting factor because it in-
cluded body and receptor orientation. The second component could be
interpreted as representing "an affect factor of attention" which in-
cluded vocalizing or smiling.
The influence of social versus non-social stimuli were compared.
The orienting component was stronger (accounted for more variance) for
the non-social stimuli, when the affectual responses could be presumed
to be at a minimum. The affect component was consistently stronger for
the social stimuli. Up to forty-four months of age, the orienting
accounted for more of the variance but at forty-four months the results
were reversed and the affect component accounted for the greater vari-
ance.
In summary, Wilson and Lewis (88) stated the need for a
multiple-response approach to the study of attention for two reasons;
(1) responses changed meaning over age (which were indicative of at-
tention and interest) and (2) two types of responses were called into
play in the process of attending, namely orienting and affect.
Berlyne (8) investigated the influence of complexity and
^5
novelty in visual figures on ORs. He considered attention to be the
direction of observing responses of a special sort, namely, "receptor-
orienting movements." He conducted two paired slide discrimination
experiments with twenty subjects (ten male and ten female). The first
experiment dealt v/ith the complexity of inforniation theory factors
(i.e., those higher in relative or absolute uncertainty than the
others) and the results from the paired slide presentation yielded a
greater mean fixation time for the more complex figure. In the second
experiment more attention was given to stimuli that had been newly
presented. This was done by presentation of the same figure on one
side of the screen for a number of training trials, while a new figure
appeared every time on the other side. The fixation time for the
varying stimuli increased in a progressive fashion, but when the test
trial of two new figures appeared, the subjects fixated on both figures
equally. Thus, novelty and complexity in visual figures did influence
the ORs.
Berlyne (9) investigated some of the factors that influenced
exploratory behavior; especially one group closely related to stimulus
properties. He termed these properties "collative" because they de-
pended on the collation of information from different sources. These
different sources included degree of novelty, complexity, surprising-
ness and the power to induce uncertainty.
Berlyne (9) considered that the motivational effects common to
collative variables were due to "conflict." He hypothesized that the
intensity of the OR would be increased vn'th the degree of conflict. He
monitored GSR of twenty normal subjects to three experimental situa-
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tions. The first experiment, usinn a forced-choice and free-choice
reaction to different lighted patterns (adjacent and dispersed), re-
sulted in an increase in GSR amplitude with an increase in the degree
of conflict. These results concurred with Sokolov's (75) findings in
that the OR was more pronounced when stimuli had to be discriminated
for the guidance of an overt response. Such stimuli were considered
"signal stimuli."
In the second experiment, which used word association, the GSR
amplitude increased as the degree of conflict increased (which in-
volved response uncertainty). The third experiment consisted of two
letters. A, B, etc., which corresponded to two lights. On the six-
teenth presentation, light A appeared instead of light B and was con-
sidered a surprise. The stimuli was surprising without being novel
and was interpreted as a form of conflict which produced more intense
GSRs than on the other trials. Such a finding further confirmed that
"signal stimuli" produced greater orientation reactions than stimuli
without signal value.
Porges and Raskin's investigation (66) of the RR and HR com-
ponents of attentive observation to external stimuli indicated an
increase in frequency and a decrease in amplitude of the respiratory
component, a decrease in HR variability and an evoked decelerative HR
The repeated stimulation did not affect respiration but did
decrease the mean HR and HR variance. Attentive observation of inter
nal stimuli produced the same effects on respiration and HR variance
as did attentive observation of external stimuli. During the evoked
period, the HR response was accelerated for the group that was
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estimating their HR. This finding (66) supported the view that HR
changes could have occurred independently of changes in respiration.
This finding also supported Lacey's (61) hypothesis that rejection of
the external environment produced cardiac acceleration.
Maltzman (59) investigated individual differences in "atten-
tion" by considering the concept of the OR and related principles and
theory. He considered the OR as a defined concept with observable
antecedent and consequent conditions. The initial condition for eli-
citation of an OR was stimulus change and this resulted in physiologi-
cal responses which after repeated occurrence of the stimuli in a uni-
form manner resulted in habituation of the OR.
Two important effects of the OR were that the evocation of an
OR under certain conditions might have increased sensitivity, and that
elaboration of conditioned reflexes was facilitated by the prior
occurrence of an OR. Preliminary habituation of the OR to the condi-
tioned stimulus impeded subsequent conditioning. Hence, the impor-
tance of the OR in the elaboration of temporary connections was shown
which impacted upon the learning (59).
Maltzman (59) noted that individual differences in the OR,
regardless of the kind of stimulus change, had the same pattern of
physiological responses. The difference was in the triggering which
varied across subjects. This was one reason why baseline data was
important as a point of reference.
Maltzman and Mandell (60) investigated the use of the OR as a
predictor of learning and performance. It appeared that when the sub-
ject was orienting or "paying attention" he was more receptive to the
stimulation. This observation was in line with Sokolov's observation
(7'1) that learninn and perception were likely to be facilitated under
conditions elicitinn ORs. Maltznan and Mandell (60) concluded that to
consider individual differences in indices of OR to be reflections
merely of differences in peripheral sensitivity was to iqnore a poten-
tial ly powerful measure of how individuals differ in the way they inter-
act with their environment.
Lewis and Harwitz (55) investiqated the meaning of an OR in a
study on the hierarchical order of attenting. They implied that there
were hierarchies of ORs to various stimulus events and that these hier-
archies were related to mental structure as measured in such tasks as
concept formation. Lewis and Harwitz (55) further stated that these
hierarchies were not fixed, but varied as a function of the altering
mental structure.
Their experiment consisted of visual stimuli presented to
twenty-four children approximately forty-four months old over a period
of two sessions with a time interval of anproxinately sixteen days
between sessions. Fixation and smiling data indicated a hierarchical
ordering of attentive behavior. Color changes produced the greatest
OR, while size, number and orientation followed in that order. The
cognitive principles that governed these hierarchies were unknown.
Lewis and Harwitz (55) contended that the mapping of these hierarchies
would aid in their discovery and would, at the same time, enable them
to uncover the process whereby the organism processed or defined incom-
ing events.
Kagan and Rosnan (45) cited the research done at the Pels
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Institute by Kaqan et al. that indicated a close correspondence between
length of visual fixation on a stimulus and degree of cardiac decelera-
tion among highly attentive six-month old infants. They concluded that
cardiac deceleration might be used as an index of attention because the
infant did not manifest distinct responses indicative of orientation to
the source of stimulus.
State of awareness . In order for learning to have occurred the indivi-
dual must have been aware of what vjas going on around him. The role of
awareness and response to stimuli were reviewed in the context of their
involvement with the OR.
Tizard (78) investigated the evoked changes in EEG and electro-
dermal activity during the waking and sleeping states. She found that
state of awareness was an important variable in determining EEG and
el ectrodermal responsiveness to the stimuli. She further discussed her
findings in relation to Sokolov's concept of the OR. Tizard (78)
hypothesized that the various components of the OR were mediated by
different subcortical structures or corticofugal pathways because the
state of awareness affected the frequency of occurrence of each com-
ponent differently.
Johnson and Lubin (43) studied the OR to an auditory stimulus
during waking and sleeping. The most important finding was that for
the variables studied (EEG, HR, GSR, RR, skin potential response (SPR)
and finger pi ethysmograph ) habituation and sleep were incompatible.
They stated that habituation might be "a primitive form of learning"
but somehow the organism must register the characteristics of the
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stimulus and be able to retrieve this information on appropriate oc-
casions for habituation to occur. Thus, for some variables, the
sleeping organism cannot lay down "a memory trace." This then became
a barrier for the piocess of habituation and learning during sleep.
Sokolov and Paramonova (73) investigated the progressive changes
in the OR in man during the development of sleep inhibition. Their
major conclusion about the OR was that the rate of extinction was
slowed when the functional state of the cortex was low and converselv,
an enhanced level of cortical activity promoted rapid extinction. This
finding paralleled Pavlov and his co-workers, who noted that "weakness
of internal cortical inhibition" as a cause of difficulty in the ex-
tinction of an OR (73). And this was consistent with Johnson and
tubin' s (43) findings.
Bernstein (11) investigated the mechanistic conception of the
OR as an "automatic, mechanically-produced accompaniment to any per-
ceptible stimulus novelty." A series of repetitive trials at a given
intensity were administered, then changed. The visual stimulus in-
tensity was 54 lux for ten trials with a change to 272 lux on the
eleventh trial and continued through the twentieth trial for one group.
The second group was the reverse, going from 272 lux to 54 lux. After
a six to ten week interval the subjects were retested and the same
tests repeated. GSR was monitored during all trials. Bernstein (11)
used a post-experimental interview to determine whether the subjects
had noticed the change in the stimulus, between four and one half to
five minutes following trial eleven. From the interview data each of
the individuals was assigned a category as follows: (1) aware of the
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stimulus change, (2) not aware of the stimulus change or (3) indefinite
report.
The results of data demonstrated that all of the subjects who
had correctly detected and verbalized a stimulus change did not show a
concurrent GSR (OR). Because of these results Bernstein (11) suggested
a two-stage process for triggering an OR. The first stage consisted of
a mismatch as described by Sokolov (75). Once the mismatch occurred,
the second stage proceeded. This involved an evaluation of the sionifi-
cance of the information and its potential value to the subject. Bern-
stein (11) contended that an OR would then follow only if the novel
stimuli were judged to have been of some significance, at least poten-
tially. Therefore, Bernstein (11) suggested that the OR nay have re-
flected a more complex interaction of cognitive and motivational vari-
ables than had been considered in Sokolov's (75) conception of an "auto-
matic reflex receptor mechanism." However, further investigation was
needed to resolve this.
Bernstein (10) studied the OR and the direction of the stimulus
change on forty-eight male controls and one hundred and twenty male
chronic schizonhrenics. Sokolov (75) had postulated that a mismatch
between current stimulus input and the internalized neuronal model was
an essential agent in triggering any OR, and that the greater the degree
of mismatch, the greater the likelihood of an OR. The amount of change
had been emphasized; however, the direction of change might have been a
significant variable in itself. After two experiments monitoring GSR
(one dealing with light, the other sound) Bernstein (10) concluded that
a stimulus change from a vjeaker to stronger intensity triggered a
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significantly greater frequency of GSIt (OR) than did an equal absolute
amount of change in the opposite direction.
Uno and Grings (80) studied autonomic components of orienting
behavior to two-second bursts of white noise at five intensity levels
(60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 dB) with twenty-four normal individuals. GSR,
skin potential (SP), finger blood volume (BV), HR and pulse volume (PV)
were monitored. The results indicated that (1) response latencies and
magnitudes were directly related to the stimulus intensity and inverse-
ly related to the number of repetitions, (2) HR changes were monophasic,
(3) for BV , SP and GSR the effect of repetition varied with the inten-
sity of the stimulus and (4) BV and PV were more sensitive to the
stimulus intensity differences than were GSR and SP. Uno and Grings
(80) concluded that stimulus differences could be detected by the use
of any one of the various response parameters of the electrodermal or
cardiovascular systems. BV might have been the preferred response
indicator since it was more linearly related to stimulus intensity and
more resistant to repetition.
Fleck (30) studied the response of six dogs to two tones that
were separated by an interval of various lengths which indicated that
the magnitude of the response was not correlated with the intensity of
the stimulus. He noted that the HR change previously found to be the
most consistent part of orienting behavior appeared to be more respon-
sive to factors related to the internal state of the animal than to
environmental changes regardless of the magnitude of the latter.
Lastly, the experiments demonstrated that the entire phenomenon
of orienting behavior as well as its magnitude if elicited vyas dependent
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upon the pre-existinq (internal) state of the central nervous svstem of
the animal. Therefore, Fleck (30) stressed that it was important to
obtain baseline data prior to tryinq to elicit the OR.
Chase and Graham (16) studied HR response in ten male university
students to non-siqnal tones. Their findings supported that HR de-
celeration was a component of OR. They also cited the fact that back-
ground noise level might have been a critical parameter in determining
whether a given stimulus intensity elicited an OR or DR.
Meyers and Gullickson (61) studied the influence of auditory
stimulus repetition, pattern reversal and autonomic arousal level by
monitoring HR. Their findings were in agreement with other studies in
that HR deceleration occurred on the presentation of both the initial
and reversal tone patterns, when environmental intake or stimulus-
processing (OR) would have been expected to be maximal. Thus, state
of awareness in response to various stimuli was an important factor in
eliciting the OR.
The development of the orienting response . The review of the OR litera-
ture pointed out some conflicts. For instance, the OR resulted in HR
deceleration; however, HR acceleration had been found in some studies
of individuals at different ages. Especially significant were neonatal
studies where the infant's response to a change in stimuli was HR ac-
celeration. The role of intensity of the stimuli also played an impor-
tant part and needed to be further explored.
Bartoshuk (5) discussed the relatively poor neuromuscular de-
velopment of the human neonate as a serious barrier to behavioral
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research which required precise novcment. The use of ohysiolonical
measures allowed for investioation without the ontonenetic developnent.
One hundred and twenty human neonates were divided up into the
fol lowing subgroups so that there were five subjects within each of the
twenty-four conditions resulting from four ages (one, two, three and
four days old), three stimulus intervals (fifteen, thirty and sixty
seconds) and two sexes. An auditory stimulus of 85 dB was used. The
results indicated cardiac acceleration on all trials and it was greater
in older subjects. Bartoshuk (5) hypothesized that the increased re-
sponsiveness with age during the four days after birth might have been
due to a gradual shift towards increased wakefulness as defined in
terms of EEG.
Clifton et al. (17) investigated newborn (forty-three to fifty-
six hours old) HR response and response habituation as a function of
auditory stimulus duration. The response to all stimuli was HR accel-
eration whose peak magnitude, latency and duration varied with stimulus
duration and with stimulus repetition.
Steinschneider (76) investigated the effect of sound intensity
on the RR in nine newborn infants (tv/o and five days old). Four sound
intensities were employed— 55, 70, 85 and 100 dB—with a background
noise level of 47 dB.
The RR was found to be clearly related to the respiratory func-
tion at the onset of the stimulus. Both the temporal and magnitudinal
characteristics of the RR were influenced by the intensity of sound
stimulation. Steinschneider (76) cautioned about the dangers inherent
in attempting to generalize relationships derived from one response
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system to another in the neonatal period, and the need for studies on
the same subjects in which multiple response systems were simultaneous-
ly evaluated.
Bartoshuk (5) studied neonatal cardiac acceleration to sound in
terms of habituation and dishabituation. fie suggested the data repre-
sented selective habituation of arousal and that this habituation repre-
sented a form of discrimination learning.
Berg (6) investigated habituation of cardiac resnonses to tone
pulses of 75 dB in thirty-two, four-month old alert infants. Because
HR responses to simple stimuli have been known to shift from accelera-
tion at birth to deceleration by six months, Berg (6) hypothesized that
this may be due to a shift from defensive to orienting responses, and
that other characteristics of the OR should be present.
Thus, the results showed that four-month old alert infants were
capable of monophasic deceleration at stimulus onset and offset, and
that onset responses habituated rapidly and dishabituated upon presen-
tation of a novel stimulus, which fulfilled the criteria for an OR.
Berg (6) also noted that the paradigm of habituation and dis-
habituation of cardiac responses was clearly a valuable technique for
exploring the discriminative capacities of young infants. This tech-
nique could be extended for use with multiply handicapped individuals.
His study also provided evidence that four-month old infants could ap-
parently discriminate frequency differences of "less than 4/5 octave
and temporal differences in the order of 0.4 second."
Clifton and Meyers (18) studied the HR response of fourteen
four-month old infants to an auditory stimulus of 70 dB. The results
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were HR deceleration. This was in contrast to the MR acceleration
exhibited by newborns to such a stimulus. Several hypotheses miqht
account for this directional chanqe durino the early months of life.
The vagal tone in the older infants had reached the level of "matura-
tion of the mechanisms controlling vagal tone" which produced reflex
bradycardia (deceleration) v/hile the newborn's deficiency in this area
led to HR acceleration (18).
Evidence culled from many sources (6, 18, 33, 34, 61) also
indicated that the central nervous system was undergoing dramatic
changes in the human infant between birth and six months. Cortical
inhibition was exerting more influence, muscle tone was improving and
many non-reflexive behaviors (e.g., social smile and visually-directed
hand movements) appeared. Sokolov's (75) complex response system of
the OR, which presumably involved cortical control, and v;as associated
with HR deceleration, might signify the development of the OR in in-
fants. Graham and her co-workers (34) suggested that the neural
mechanism necessary for the OR might not be fully developed in the new-
born. Another consideration was the state of the newborn (sleepy or
drowsy) and the level of the auditory stimulus (intensity).
Cousins (21) investigated the relationship between individual
differences in the magnitude of the cardiac components of the OR and
learning rate on a tv^o-choice discrimination task. One hundred and
twenty-eight male children betv/een the ages of nine and eleven years
were subjects for twenty presentations of a tactile stimulus producing
an habituation signal, followed by four dishabituation trials with a
novel tactile stimulus. The discrimination task involved a simultaneous.
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two-choice task that consisted of sixty-four three dimensional shapes
(these were composed of four shapes, four sizes and four surface tex-
tures accounting for the sixty-four combinations).
Cousins (21) suggested that there was a strong association
between HR deceleration and the intake of environmental information.
The author (21) investigated the OR learning rate relationship by
dividing the subjects, based on the magnitude of their HR responses to
the habituation stimuli, into "high and low orienters." Fast learners
tended to exhibit a larger OR to the tactile stimulus and habituated
more slowly than the slow learners. Thus, there appeared to be a pre-
dictable relationship between psychophysiology and learning rate.
Yet, the question of what caused some subjects to react to the test
situation with what Van Hover (82) called "spontaneous sustained at-
tention" while others did not respond remained unanswered. Cousins
(21) suggested that motivation was the factor. However, further
studies in a classroom setting were necessary.
Graham and Clifton (33) also supported Sokolov (75) in that
they concurred that HR deceleration was a component of the OR. Lacey's
hypothesis of HR acceleration (51, 52) as being part of the DR was also
supported. The importance of the HR deceleration was proposed by Kagan
and Lewis (46) as a valuable indicator as to whether or not there was
internal processing or attention to stimuli in preverbal and nonverbal
human organisms (33).
Graham et al. (34) suggested that the orientation system was
not readily activated, and was a fragmentary system in the newborn,
but that it developed rapidly over the first few months. This view.
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coupled with the intensity of the stimulus in other studies, miqht
explain some of the conflictinq results in HR reported. Thus, the
neonate demonstrated HR acceleration until about four months of age
at which time development had progressed and a functional OR emerged.
The HR acceleration in other studies was probably the result of the
intensity of stimulus having been so great as to have elicited a DR.
^R and multiply handicapped individuals
. The potential use of the OR
with multiply handicapped individuals was developed in several investi-
gations.
Luria (57) defined ol igophrenics (from the Greek words "oligo"--
smal 1 , "phrenos "--mi nd ) as mentally retarded children who have suffered
from a severe brain disease while in the uterus or in early childhood
and this had disturbed the normal development of the brain and produced
serious anomalies in mental development. Luria (57) cited physiologi-
cal investigations which showed that the OR was manifested as a series
of objective changes which could be traced. Hence, the use for evalua-
tion purposes v/as clear.
Luria (57) stated that an organism must be active in order to
adapt correctly to the changing conditions of the environment and in
order to orient itself successfully. Such a process involved discrim-
ination and selection of those signals that were important for the
organism, while disregarding the unimportant stimuli.
The OR was evoked by a new stimulus and was displayed as an
increase in the sensitivity of the sense organs and the arousal of a
readiness to react to this stimulus (57). If the stimulus was accompa-
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med by nothing (not reinforced by the appearance of something having
significance to the organism) it ceased to evoke a response from the
organism. The OR to that stimulus was extinguished.
Physiological investigations showed that the OR, which repre-
sented an active response of the organism to new stimuli, was mani-
fested in a series of objective changes which could be traced (57).
The changes were observed for some time after the repetition of a
stimulus, but when the stimulus was repeated several times without
reinforcement, they disappeared. This characteristic was called
"habituation." If, however, the stimulus was changed in some way the
reactions reappeared, indicating recovery of the OR or "dishabi tuation.
"
Luria (57) stated that the presence of the OR played a large
role in all processes of higher nervous activity. Not one new tempo-
rary connection could be formed nor one new piece of knowledge or
ability acquired without their participation. This illustrated the
functionality and importance of the OR.
Luria (58) went on to note that psychometric tests were good
only for "primary orientation." Two people might have attained the
same IQ; however, the prognosis of the developmental potential of
these children must be considered. This meant trying to find "objec-
tive ways" in order to specify the different reasons that underly why
children fail. Luria (58) referenced the work of Sokolov and Vinogra-
dova, who provided an objective study looking at a complex of reac-
tions (the OR) to a particular parameter like sound.
The results indicated that in eliciting the OR a depression of
alpha-rhythm in the EEG, GSR, and constriction of blood vessels occurred
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and could be monitored. Not only did they know whether a stimulus was
getting through, but more Importantly, this method could be used to
evaluate the active attention of the individual.
In essence, after repeated presentation of the sane stimulus to
an individual, the process of habituation occurred and the stimulus no
longer evoked the complex of reactions characterized by the OPs. The
individual no longer paid attention to the stimulus, which was not new.
However, a slight change (just noticeable difference) in the stimulus
elicited "orienting" to the new stimulus. Normal children could
stabilize this OR and achieve "active attention."
The implications of the monitoring of physiological parameters
provided Luria (58) with insight to the individual. The "imbecile
child s attention" was exhausted very guickly and such a child was very
susceptible to distraction. This system of distractibil ity was a
manifestation of the "inability to inhibit" (58).
Luria's review (57) of many investigations revealed that the
mentally retarded child had "defects in attention" and that the patho-
logically changed brain of the child was incapable of prolonged ac-
tivity. However, the use of the OR as part of an evaluation schema
for sensory awareness had not been addressed by Luria. He demonstrated
that in oligophrenic children the OR was quickly extinguished and it
was difficult to make the OR a reliable and stable measure. However,
the use of an objective method, such as the OR, for the "qualification"
of the defects observed in abnormal children was possible. Psycho-
metric tests were not valid enough to solve the problems of such "quali-
fication" of the child's abnormalities, nor were they adequate for real
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analysis and differentiation of the psychological problems that were
an inherent part of the abnormal child.
Ball et al. (3) investigated the GSR (OR) as a measure of
tactile discrimination in mentally retarded children. They cited the
need for a nonverbal method, devoid of cognitive requirements, for
the measurement of tactile discrimination abilities in the severely
retarded, language-deficient child. They concluded that GSR (OR)
technique provided many new possibilities for measuring tactile dis-
crimination in more involved individuals.
Holloway and Parsons (36) studied the habituation of the OR in
b) ai n-damaged patients to an auditory stimulus. They compared electro-
dermal, cardiovascular and EEG components of the OR in twenty-three
brain-damaged males to nineteen normal males. The brain-damaged group
consisted of three subgroups: (1) right hemisphere involvement, (2)
left hemisphere involvement and (3) diffuse or bilateral involvement.
The damage had resulted from trauma, tumors or cerebral vascular acci-
dents (CVA). The auditory stimulus was an 80 dB door type buzzer that
was placed directly in front of the subject in a metal panel. Two
series of ten habituation trials were presented; one of two seconds
duration and the other ten. The interval betv^een was thirty to forty
seconds. The analyses of psychophysiological activity during the pre-
sentations of the auditory stimulus indicated no difference between
groups. However, the normal group did habituate their cardiac decelera-
tion, el ectrodermal and Alpha blocking responses to the auditory
stimuli, while the brain-damaged group appeared to habituate only their
el ectrodermal response. Dishabituation had been regarded as a "critical
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test" for the occurrence of habituation as distinquished from other
physiological factors such as fatigue. The brain-damaged group failed
to manifest di shabi tuation to their electrodermal response, even after
displaying habituation.
Elliott and Johnson (28) investigated the OR in fifteen intel-
lectually average and fifteen educable mentally retarded children to
relevant and irrelevant stimuli. Sokolov (75) stated that the purpose
of the OR was to alert the organism and increase receptor sensitivity,
thereby maximizing the input of information. The input of information
was facilitated by the ability of the OR to "filter" irrelevant stimuli.
The term irrelevant stimuli in this context referred to stimuli that
were not relevant to the task being performed. The measure of the OR
used was a decrease in digital blood volume. The relevant stimulus
was ten tones at 40 dB for two seconds each, with an interstimulus
interval between thirty to forty-five seconds. The results revealed no
support for the hypothesized difference in the orienting of average and
retarded subjects. Support v/as found for the contention that the OR
acted to filter out irrelevant information (in this case, a flashing
light bulb was presented while subjects were completing a paper task),
for neither group oriented reliably to the light.
Luria's work (57) had provided evidence that severely retarded
children had a weak OR; however, this v/as not supported in this study.
Elliott and Johnson (28) stated that in order to clear up the current
conflict a systematic analysis of the relation between stimulus inten-
sity and OR magnitude v/as necessary.
Ball et al. (2) stated that the use of OR involved no individual
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training component while use of the conditioned GSR did. They implied
that the use of the application of the OR for evaluation of brain-
damaged patients for whom a verbal report was impossible needed to be
further explored.
Uno and Grings (80) noted that when a patient for any reason
was unable or unwilling to give a voluntary response to indicate recep-
tion of stimuli, the assessment of sensory function became very diffi-
cult. A less direct method of assessing that the stimulus was being
received was necessary. Autonomic responses to stimulation provided
one such cue.
In the profoundly retarded child who barely moved and was un-
able to demonstrate normal developmental postural reactions, Norton
(63) postulated that sensory integration might have been impaired as a
result of inadequate feedback from infrequent occurrence of innate
reactions, developmental movement patterns and interaction with the
envi ronment.
The results of Norton's study (63) demonstrated higher develop-
mental levels after nine months of intensive treatment. Such findings
lent support to the hypothesis that neurodevelopmental sensory integra-
tion treatment could affect the maturation level in the central nervous
system of multiply handicapped children, who had experienced "sensory
deprivation" through an inability to move or interact with the environ-
ment from birth or early infancy.
'Jamba and Marzoff (05) investigated the use of eye movement as
a response indicator in testing the physically handicapped. They were
able to construct a box which permitted the examiner to observe the
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subject s eye movements while he/she indicated his/her choice of cor-
rect test-item response. Such a procedure mipht be extended to other
kinds of tests, verbal and non-verbal, as long as the responses could
be indicated by some type of a choice reaction.
Heilman (35) had stated that in the evaluation of the child
with cerebral palsy the important thing to know was not that an item
was failed but, if possible, why it was failed. Only then could train-
ing sessions be developed with the capacity of the individual to inte-
grate material considered and allow for a response to indicate the
integration.
Davis et al. (25) reported a series of experiments on the
somatic responses to external stimuli when no external movement was
required of the subject. The major conclusions were as follows: (1)
there was a common type of circulatory response in which many aspects
of the cardiovascular system were affected by peripheral vasoconstric-
tion and (2) the pattern of response was changed by the stimulus
repetition. The lack of a movement criterion had definite implications
for evaluation of the multiply handicapped individual.
Kinnealey (49) observed a group of mentally retarded children
who appeared to have unique reactions to sensory stimulation. She
systematically studied their reactions to twenty-four sensory experi-
ences involving the modalities of touch, taste, olfaction, audition and
vestibular function. Her findings suggested that these unique reac-
tions could be traced to a disorder in a central nervous system (CNS)
mechanism. One group had difficulty monitoring the intensity of incom-
ing stimuli, which in turn affected the response. The second group
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seei.ied to have difficulty perceiving the incoming stimuli and required
a more intense stimulus for arousal or to elicit a response.
The implication of the Kinnealey study (49) was that it was
important to determine the response pattern of mentally retarded child-
ren to sensory input prior to developing remediation strategies.
Webb (86, 87) investigated sensorimotor training of profoundly
retarded children. She found they exhibited gross underdevelopment in
four general areas: (1) level of awareness, (2) movement, (3) manipula-
tion of the environment and (4) posture and locomotion. Webb (86, 87)
noted that in the area of level of awareness, some children were "so
inert" that they gave no apparent response to sensory stimuli. The
need for a way to monitor and evaluate these "inert individuals" was
obvious. The inability to respond or to respond selectively suggested
that the individuals could not act with much preconceived or even im-
mediate intentional i ty.
The goal of sensorimotor training was to promote the develop-
ment of single attentional and motor reactions to discrete stimuli, and
the integration of these simple responses into multiple sensorimotor
units which would cut across the four behavior areas listed above.
Webb (87) discussed the evaluation of the sensorimotor basis
of behavior in the profoundly retarded using the Glenwood Awareness,
Manipulation and Posture Index Number One Instrument. Webb's test
consisted of items which would have elicited defensive reactions to
aversive stimuli, enticed the child to draw closer to pleasurable sen-
sations and evaluated the child's ability to combine memory of past
events with the stimulus of the moment.
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Adaptive behavior had been defined as the deqree of effective-
ness with which the individual coped with physical and social demands
of his environment (87). The factors identified as beinn the most
basic to adaptive behavior were intellectual, personal and social, and
sensorimotor in nature. Webb (87) stated that there was a qroup of
grossly handicapped individuals who had not been greatly helped by the
concept of adaptive behavior. Their behavior v/as characterized by a
total inability to adapt to their physical and social environments.
She again described the level of av/areness of these children as so
inert that they gave no apparent response to sensory stimuli.
Summary
In summary, the OR has been shown to be a response that could
be monitored physiologically. The multiply handicapped individual who
cannot respond overtly might be monitored physiologically to give the
educator feedback as to what sensations were being perceived. The
question, then, is does the OR present a realistic mechanism/tool
which could be utilized by the educator of the multiply handicapped
indi vidual
?
C A P T E R III
PROCEDURES
Introducti on
All data were collected in a program room located at the
Belchertown State School, an institution for the mentally retarded
where the subjects resided.
Subjects
The subjects were eight male and seven female individuals
from the Children's Unit at the Belchertown State School, ranging in
chronological age from eleven to twenty-one years with a mean age of
fifteen years. All were multiply handicapped and had been classified
as profoundly involved. The number of subjects chosen for the treat-
ment group was consistent with the research in the current literature
on the OR (76, 92).
Permission for each subject's participation in this research
project was obtained from the parent(s), if the subject was under
eighteen years of age or the legal guardian(s) if the subject was over
eighteen years of age. A copy of the letter requesting permission to
have a subject participate and a copy of the consent form are located
in Appendix A.
In addition, this research project was reviewed and approved
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hy Belchertown State School's Connittee on Kesirlent Rights and Treat-
ment (CORRT). This coniiaittee was composed of the Director of liedical
Services, the Chief Psycholoqist. the Director of Program Services and
a member of an outside (external to the institution) client advocacy
association. The main function of CORRT was to safeguard the human and
civil rights of the people living at Belchertown State School and to
make recommendations to the Superintendent as to whether a program or
research project should be allowed to take place. Final authorization
to proceed witii the project came from the Superintendent after his
review of the prospectus.
Methodology
The subjects were placed in a supine position on a plinth with
their head forward, their legs straight and their arms at their sides.
Due to contractures and other skeletal abnormalities the positioning was
done within the individual's range of motion. None of the subjects
tested had sitting balance so the supine position was "natural" to them.
A safety belt was placed around the pelvis to eliminate any potential
danger.
Conventional bipolar limb leads were applied to the left and
right arms and the left leg using skin electrodes. Hewlett-Packard
"Redux" electrode paste was applied to the skin and electrodes, which
were secured in place via an adjustable rubber strap. The strap was
lengthened or shortened according to the individual's limb dimension
in the same way a belt would be used. The above pieces of equipment
came with the Hewlett-Packard Model 1500 B Electrocardiograph machine
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and therefore were standard itens used 1n obtainint, an electrocardio-
gram.
The speed of the chart paper in the electrocardiograph machine
was 25 mm/sec. The sensitivity was set at 1 mV/cm. A calibration
signal of 1 mV/cm. (i 2%) was used to standardize each subject's
electrocardiogram. The timing sequence was electronically controlled
and was directly marked on the electrocardiogram by an electromechani-
cal event marker when the auditory stimulus was activated.
Lead II (i.e., between the right arm and the left leg) provided
the largest and clearest representation of the QRS complex (71) (see
Figure 2). Heart rate (HR) was the physiological parameter that was
monitored. HR was chosen because it was sensitive to the changes in
energy requirements associated with different behavioral states and
was widely used in behavioral research as an index of attention, arou-
sal, emotion and conditioning (71).
An electrocardiogram (EKG or ECG) displayed a pictorial repre-
sentation of the P,Q,R,S,T waves that were elicited with every heart
beat. The R-R interval (see Figure 3) was the standard measurement that
was used to determine the heart beats per minute (bpm). This measure-
ment had been defined as heart rate in the literature (57, 71). The
mean HR (bpm) for the adult human (ages 21-45) in the resting state
was 70 (71), with a range from 60 to 100 bpm.
A Rudmose RA 109 Warblet 3000 audiometer was used as the
auditory stimuli source. An auditory stimulus was defined in terms of
level of intensity, i.e., decibels (dB) and frequency, i.e., cycles per
second (cps) or Hertz (Hz) (81). The Rudmose RA 109 Warblet 3000
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Figure 2. Normal EKG recorded from Lead II of the
P,Q,R,S,T complex.
0.5
millivolt
71
R
R-R interval
^
R R
Figure 3. Standard measure of R-R interval to determine
heart rate (beats per minute).
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audiometer was capable of emittinq an no, 90, or 100 dB at 3000 cps
auditory stimulus. The selection of the auditory stimulus was done by
switching a dial. The Rudniose RA 109 Uarblet 3000 audiometer was cali-
brated at the beginning and end of the testing sessions using a Ren Rad
1565-B Sound Level Heter and no adjustments were needed In the equip-
ment.
The trigger on the Rudmose RA 109 Warblet 3000 audiometer was
wired to a Hunter Model lOOC Interval Timer to standardize the "time on"
of the auditory stimulus. An event mark was made directly on the EKG
recording and signified the "time on" of the auditory stimulus.
A Cronus 3-S single event timing watch was used to time the
baseline recording, and provided a reference to the test trials.
Two Decade Interval Timers (Hunter Model 11 1C and Hunter Model
lOOC) were employed to time the auditory stimulus presentation (time on)
and the interstimulus rest period (time off). The Hunter Model lOOC
Interval Timer was set for the two second auditory stimulus and the
Hunter Model lllC Interval Timer was set for the thirteen second inter-
stimulus rest period. The Hunter Model lOOC Interval Timer was also
connected to the EKG and through the use of the built in mechanical
marker in the EKG machine, a solid black line 1 mm wide was electro-
mechanical ly placed through a heated stylus in the top margin of the
EKG when the Hunter Model lOOC Interval Timer was timing the two second
auditory stimulus. This experimental set-up allowed for electronic
timing of the test sequence events. The only mechanical timing was for
the baseline recording and the engaging of the Rudmose RA 109 Warblet
3000 audiometer trigger at the first standard auditory trial. A change
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in dial position from 80 dB at 3000 cps to 90 dB at 3000 cps was
mechanically done after the completion of the einhth standard auditory
stimulus trial. Because of the timing mechanisms employed, there were
no false sounds and the timed sequences were standardized.
The entire testing sequence (see Table 1) took a total of six
minutes. This time did not include the preparation of the subject.
The activities that had to be performed during the testing sequence
were written out for the investigator (see Table 2).
Experimental Conditions
Once the subject had been prepared and connected to the Hewlett-
Packard Model 1500 B Electrocardiograph machine, a three minute rest
was given so that the individual could adjust to the situation. A
baseline recording was made for this three minute period. Maltzman (59)
noted that individual differences in the OR regardless of the kind of
stimulus change have the same pattern of physiological responses. The
difference was in the triggering, which varied across subjects. This
was one reason why baseline data were important as a point of reference.
The standard auditory stimulus trials followed the baseline
recording. The standard auditory stimulus from the Rudmose RA 109
Warblet 3000 audiometer of 80 dB at 3000 cps was sounded from a stand-
ardized distance of six inches from the top of the subject's head in
the supine position. This was done to avoid any visual cues to the
subject. The duration of the standard auditory stimulus was two seconds
of 80 dB at 3000 cps. The two second duration of the auditory stimulus
was chosen because Northern and Downs (62) and Uno and Grings (80) had
7/1
TABLE 1
TESTING SEQUENCE
Minutes/Seconds Trial Stimul us
0:00 - 3:00 - Three minute baseline
recording.
3:00 - 3:02 1 Standard auditory
stimulus: 80 dB at 3000
cps.
3:15 - 3:17 2 Standard
3:30 - 3:32 3 Standard
3:45 - 3:47 4 Standard
4:00 - 4:02 5 Standard
4:15 - 4:17 6 Standard
4:30 - 4:32 7 Standard
4:45 - 4:47 8 Standard
5:00 - 5:02 9 Test auditory stimulus:
90 dB at 3000 cps.
5:02 - 6:00 - Recovery EKG recording.
Note : An EKG recording was made for the entire six minutes.
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TABLE 2
TESTiriG SEQUENCE EVENTS
Mi nutes Seconds Events
0 00 Start EKG record! nq for baseline
for next three ninutes.
1 00
2 00
2 50 Depress trigger on the Warblet,
make sure it is set at 80 dB
(note: depressing the trigger did
not activate the auditory stimulus;
that was done by the interval
timer)
.
4 50 Maintain trigger depression and
change selector to 90 dB.
5 10 Release trigger on the Warblet.
6 00 End recording of EKG.
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found this to be the best time frcime. The 80 dR level at 3000 cps was
chosen because the hearing in the human was most acute at a frequency
around 3000 cps and approximately 96% of a typical group of people
surveyed in the U.S. Public Health Service could hear this (81).
A thirteen second interstimulus rest period was given between
the end of the standard auditory stimulus and the start of the next
two second standard auditory stimulus. The interstimulus period of
thirteen seconds was chosen because fleyers and Gullickson (61) had
cited that ten seconds would allow sufficient time for the full cardiac
response to develop. Jeffrey and Cohen (40) investigated the effects
of spatial separation between stimulus, response and reward, and con-
cluded that with experimentally naive children, stimulus-response
contiguity was a necessary condition for learning.
Therefore, a total of fifteen seconds (two seconds of the
auditory stimulus and an interstimulus rest period of thirteen seconds)
comprised one trial sequence. The two second duration for the auditory
stimulus was automatically controlled by the Rudmose RA 109 Warblet
3000 audiometer and the interval timer. The Hunter Model lOOC Interval
Timer was wired to the Rudmose RA 109 Uarblet 3000 audiometer and the
EKG such that the two second auditory stimulus was directly event marked
on the EKG. This allowed for direct view of the time on and the lack
of an event mark signified time off (interstimulus rest period).
A total of eight trial sequences (fifteen seconds each) were
given. Mentally retarded individuals usually habituated quickly to a
standard stimulus (57) and that was why a total of eight trial sequences
was chosen. On the ninth trial a test auditory stimulus of 90 dB at
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3000 cps was adiainistered. The purpose of the test auditory stimulus
was to try to reinstitute the OR, which, it was hypothesized, had
habituated to the standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps,
through dishabituation.
After the completion of the ninth trial (test auditory stimulus
of 90 dB at 3000 cps) a continual recording for forty five seconds was
made to establish a recovery rate. The recovery rate during this time
frame was hypothesized to approximate the pretrial baseline rate. The
total recording time of the EKG was six minutes from the start of the
session.
The experimental conditions consisted of measuring the physio-
logical response of the heart (HR) to the introduction of the standard
auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps. The literature supported the
hypothesis that an OR would be evoked to the standard auditory stimulus
and would result in cardiac deceleration. With repeated presentation
of the standard auditory stimulus (in this case seven repetitions of
80 dB at 3000 cps) habituation to that stimulus should occur. That is,
the heart rate (bpm) would return to the baseline resting level. How-
ever, if the stimulus was changed the OR would recur through dishabitu-
ation. The test auditory stimulus (90 dB at 3000 cps) was used to
elicit dishabituation, which would be characterized by reinstitution
of the OR. The physiological parameter of HR would change and cardiac
deceleration would occur.
Instructions
The test sequence did not require any overt activities to be
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performed by the subjects, so no formal instructions were given. How-
ever, the investigator did talk to the subjects and reassure them.
The conversations revolved around the actions and interactions of the
investigator and the subject without any bias to their mental capacity.
During the testing sequence there were no discussions.
CHAPTER IV
^ ANALYSIS OF |HE DATA
Introduction
This study was conducted to determine the use of the OR as a
means of evaluating the auditory function of multiply handicapped
individuals at two levels. The OR was monitored physiologically by
the use of HR. The auditory conditions consisted of two stimuli.
The first was a standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps that
was presented over eight trials at specified tines (see Table 1). The
second was a test auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000 cps that was pre-
sented on the ninth trial.
The data generated by this study were analyzed to answer the
following questions
:
1. Did the standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps
elicit an OR?
2. Did the OR to the standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at
3000 cps habituate over the eight trials?
3. Did the test auditory stimulus cause the OR to reappear
through di shabi tuation?
4. How did the post standard auditory stimulus measurement of
trial eight compare to the pretest auditory stimulus level?
5. Was the pretest sequence baseline rate different from the
post-test sequence recovery rate?
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Design of the Study
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for this study,
in which a single criterion measure (MR) was secured on two separate
groups. The two groups were the pre- and post-stimulus measures for
the fifteen subjects. The criterion measure of HR was calculated by
using the three beats prior to the auditory stimulus to give the pre-
HR level and the three beats after the auditory stimulus to give the
post-HR level (79).
In the literature, various methods have been employed to cal-
culate the HR of an individual. There were basically two methods. The
first consisted of taking a certain number of beats and converting this
data into HR (bpm). The second method utilized a certain time duration
(in seconds) and converted the data into bpm. In the measurement of
beats, the number to be used ranged from two to nine (36, 80), while
that of monitoring the HR for a specified time duration ranged from
one to twenty seconds (17, 61).
The pretrial baseline varied over the nine trials. Hence, it
was important to maintain a measure of the orestimulus activity rate
to accurately reflect any change when a comparison v^as made with the
post stimulus activity rate (see Table 3). In essence, the individuals'
HR did not return to the resting pretrial one rate in all cases tested.
Because of the subject criteria as defined in this study for
being multiply handicapped and the necessity for legal permission to
take part in this study only fifteen individuals (eight males and seven
females) v/ere used as subjects.
TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY
Trial
s
Pre SS/TS Post SS/TS
I (SS)
s s
2 (SS)
s s
3 (SS) s s
4 (SS) s s
5 (SS) s s
6 (SS) s s
7 (SS) s s
8 (SS) s s
9 (TS) s s
SS = standard auditory stimulus
TS = test stimulus
s = subjects (15)
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Analysis of the Treatment Data
The data consisted of HR (bpm) measurements for each subject
before and after the introduction of an auditory stimulus. The pre-
auditory stimulus measure was calculated for each of the nine trials,
as was the post auditory stimulus measure. For all analyses, an alpha
level of .05 was established as the critical level for statistical
significance and all interpretations were based on this confidence
level. The introduction of a standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at
3000 cps during trial one did not significantly alter the pre- and
post-criterion measure (HR) (see Table 4).
An analysis of all the remaining standard auditory stimulus
trials (seven) likewise did not significantly differ when compared
to the pre- and post-HR measures (see Tables 5-11).
The introduction of a test auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000
cps on the ninth trial did not change the above noted trend. Hence,
the pre- and post-stimulus levels of trial nine were not significant
(see Table 12).
A graph of the mean trial measurements of the pre- and post-
stimulus levels over the nine trials did indicate that change had
occurred, but as noted above this change was not statistically sig-
nificant (see Figure 4).
The analysis of the data with all subjects (N=15) considered
assumed that they v^ould all respond with an OR to the chosen auditory
stimuli (80 and 90 dB at 3000 cps). Since the data over the nine trials
was not significant, a means to systematically eliminate no/how
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TABLE 4
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE
Source of
Variati on
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 607.50 2.53 NS
Subjects 28 240.07
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 5
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS TWO
LEVEL OF TRIAL TWO
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 374.53 1.32 NS
Subjects 28 284.03
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 6
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS THREE
LEVEL OF TRIAL THREE
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 149.63
.50 NS
Subjects 28 299.88
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 7
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AMD POST-STANDARD STIMULUS
LEVEL OF TRIAL FOUR
FOUR
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 240.83 .72 NS
Subjects 28 335.31
Total 29
MS = not significant
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TABLE 8
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMUIDS FIVE
LEVEL OF TRIAL FIVE
Source of
Vari ation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 124.03
.36 NS
Subjects 28 346.53
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 9
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS SIX
LEVEL OF TRIAL SIX
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 32.03 .08 NS
Subjects 28 390.26
Total 29
NS = not significant
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TABLE 10
AMOVA OF THE PRE- AMD POST-STAriDARO STIMULUS SEVEN
LEVEL OF TRIAL SEVEN
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 22.53
.06 NS
Subjects 28 412.26
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 11
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS
LEVEL OF TRIAL EIGHT
EIGHT
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 34.13 .09 NS
Subjects 28 368.42
Total 29
NS = not significant
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TABLE 12
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
OF TRIAL NINE
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 554.70 1.61 NS
Subj ects 28 344.51
Total 29
NS = not significant
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Figure 4. Mean HR for all subjects on the pre- and post-
stimulus measures for all trials.
Legend: o = pre-stimulus
X = post-stimulus
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responders (<.05 level of significance) was employed to try to separate
out those individuals who may have had a hearing deficit or other
physiological deficits.
The high responders were systematical ly separated from the
no/low responders by using the individual response pattern to the
standard auditory stimulus (trial one) and test auditory stimulus
(trial nine) as the criterion, on a subject by subject basis. Appen-
dix B contains the tables for N=14 to N=3 for the ANOVA results for
the standard auditory stimulus (trial one) and the test auditory stimu-
lus (trial nine) only. All other trials were non-significant.
Using this approach, when nine of the subjects had been sys-
tematically eliminated by the process described above, significance was
obtained at the .05 level for trial one (standard auditory stimulus).
The other standard auditory stimulus trials (2-8) were not significant.
The introduction of the test auditory stimulus also resulted in non-
significance (see Tables 13 and 14).
As indicated in the graph of the pre-and post-stimulus re-
sponses with N=6, the differences between scores v;ere noted, with the
standard auditory stimulus to trial one being the only significant one
(see Figure 5). As illustrated in the graph, a reaction to the stand-
ard auditory stimulus (trial one) and a gradual return towards the
baseline level, with a marked change with the introduction of the test
auditory stimulus (trial nine), was discernible. Although not statis-
tically significant, the directional changes were present.
A significant decrease in HR was noted for the standard audi-
tory stimulus (trial one). This was indicative of the presence of an
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TABLE 13
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STII1ULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=6
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 660.08 6.31*
Subjects 10 104.68
Total 11
*
= significant at the .05 level
.
TABLE 14
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AMD POST-TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
OF TRIAL NINE, N=6
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 833.33 2.86 NS
Subjects 10 291.77
Total 11
NS = not significant.
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Figure 5. Mean HR for the six subjects with high orientation
on the pre- and post-stimulus measures for all
trials.
Legend: o = pre-stimulus
X = post-stimulus
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OR. Over the next seven trials the response magnitude, although not
statistically significant, did approach the pretrial baseline, which
would have indicated habituation. Upon presentation of the test audi-
tory stimulus (trial nine) a change in HR was noted, which would have
indicated dishabituation, but again this was not significant.
As the number of subjects decreased, as described above, the
F-Ratio value for the degrees of freedom for subjects was decreased.
Additional Comparisons
In accordance with Zimny and Schwabe (93), a comparison was
made between the post-trial eight measurement and the pre-trial nine
measurement. Mo significant difference was noted between the measure-
ments (see Table 15). This was a test to establish that habituation
had occurred and that there should be no significant difference between
these measures. Hov/ever, the statistical significance for eliciting an
OR with N=15 was not found, so that habituation could not have taken
place.
A pre-trial "resting baseline" was compared with the after
trial (i.e., completion of the nine trials) "recovery baseline." There
was no significant difference between the two baselines (see Table 16).
Hence, the fifteen subjects did not significantly differ from the pre-
trial "resting baseline" when compared with the "recovery baseline" and
the forty-five second time span was long enough to recover the pre-
trial rate.
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TABLE 15
ANOVA OF THE POST-STIMULUS FOR TRIAL EIGHT AND
PRE-STIMULUS LEVEL FOR TRIAL NINE
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 34.13
.09 NS
Subjects 28 364.12
Total 29
NS = not significant
TABLE 16
ANOVA OF THE PRE-BASELINE
TEST SEQUENCE LEVEL
LEVEL AND THE POST-
(RECOVERY)
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 4.03 .01 NS
Subjects 28 374.58
Total 29
NS = not significant
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Sunmary an d jj_i S£|jj^i_nn_ n_f the Results
The results of this study did not coincide with the expected
outcomes. The OR was only evoked when the total number of subjects
had been systematically reduced to six. Then it was only statistical-
ly significant for the first presentation of the standard auditory
stimulus. Grapiiical ly
,
the reactions could be seen to some extent;
however, they were not significant.
The main components investigated were as follows: (1) elicit-
ing of an OR to a standard auditory stimulus, (2) habituation of this
response from repeated presentation of the standard auditory stimulus
and (3) the reappearance of the OR with the application of a test
auditory stimulus through dishabi tuation.
One explanation for the lack of the expected responses may have
resulted from a deficit in the functional capacity level of the auditory
mode of the subjects tested. Another reason, as explained by Luria
(57), involved low or medium intensity stimulation. In the normal
child, stimuli of a low or medium intensity always evoked an OR, while
"child ol igiophrenics" did not always elicit an OR. If the OR did
appear, they were usually distinguishable by their lower resistance to
extinction (habituation). In the severely retarded, Luria (57) stated
that the OR would occur for only one or two stimulus presentations and
then abruptly extinguish. Thus, this may explain the no/low orienters'
lack of response.
However, with those individuals termed high orienters, a re-
sponse to the standard auditory stimulus of trial one was significant
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at the
duals,
needed
.05 level. This means that the OR was evoked in these indivi-
Nore advanced testing over a wider decibel range would be
to draw any further conclusions.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
This study was designed and conducted to assess tfie use of
the OR as an indicator of selective auditory stimulation and to pre-
sent some suggested uses for this technique in the educational evalua-
tion process of multiply handicapped individuals.
The subjects were fifteen multiply handicapped individuals who
resided at the Belchertown State School, Bel cfiertown
,
flassachusetts.
Because of the dearth of research dealing with the OR and
multiply handicapped individuals, the methodology, although modeled
after research with normal subjects, was modified to meet the special
needs of the subjects who participated. These modifications were
necessary because of the physical limitations of the subjects.
HR was the physiological parameter monitored as the criterion
measure for the OR. A baseline recording was made for the first three
minutes of the testing sequence. A standard auditory stimulus of 80
dB at 3000 cps was applied over eight trials at a specified time inter-
val. On the ninth trial, a test auditory stimulus of 90 dB at 3000 cps
v;as introduced. A recovery baseline was recorded for the next forty-
five seconds. The entire testing sequence lasted six minutes (see
Table 1).
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f^esujj^s
The results of this study, as determined by the statistical
analysis in Chapter IV, are presented in this section in a format that
answers the questions posed in Chapter IV.
1. The standard auditory stimulus of 80 dB at 3000 cps did
not elicit an OR when all subjects vjere considered. However, when the
no/low orienters v;ere systematically eliminated and a group of high
orienters (N=6) was analyzed, statistical significance was reached for
the first presentation of the standard auditory stimulus.
2. The OR, because it vyas not elicited with all subjects con-
sidered, did not habituate over the eight trials. When the number of
subjects was reduced to six, habituation occurred on trial two, direct-
ly after the first presentation of the standard auditory stimulus.
Thus, trials two through eight demonstrated that habituation had oc-
curred.
3. The test auditory stimulus did not cause the OR to appear
with the fifteen subjects, so dishabituation was not possible. When
the test auditory stimulus was considered for the six subjects only,
the OR did not reappear.
4. The post standard auditory stimulus measurement of trial
eight was not significantly different from the pre-test auditory stimu-
lus level. This test was to determine habituation, if the OR had
been elicited.
5. The pre-test sequence baseline rate was not significantly
different from the post-test sequence recovery rate. Hence, the
forty-five second recovery period that followed the last trial (nine)
was sufficient to "recover" the pre-test sequence baseline rate.
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Conclusions
On the basis of the results of the present study, the follow-
ing conclusions are drawn:
1. The use of the OR as part of the educational evaluation
process has the potential for becoming an important indicator for ob-
taining information about multiply handicapped individuals. The reac-
tion pattern to the introduction of the auditory stimuli over the nine
trials approached significance. Thus, more rigorous testing is needed.
2. The systematic elimination of the no/low responders did
produce statistical significance to the first presentation of the
standard auditory stimulus v;hen N=6.
3. The OR reaction pattern of cardiac deceleration to the
presentation of a stsndard auditory stimulus (trial one) was followed
by habituation on trial two, when N=6.
4. The OR did not reappear through dishabituation to the test
auditory stimulus (trial nine), although the change in cardiac de-
celeration did approach significance.
Recommendations for Further Study
The results of this study indicated that further research on
the use of the OR with multiply handicapped individuals needed to be
conducted to answer several questions:
1. flow can the use of the OR be further integrated into the
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educational process for the multiply handicapped individual?
2. What IS the precise relationship of the OR to the func-
tional level of a multiply handicapped individual?
3. What is the pattern of response when these individuals
are retested using a survey format?
4. How large a change is needed in the decibel levels (at a
constant frequency) to elicit a maximal OR with multiply handicapped
i ndi vi dual s?
5. What other methods can be developed for the sorting out of
no/low responders?
6. How many trials at various decibel levels and frequencies
need to be made to obtain profile information on an individual?
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POLICY AND PROCEDURES AT BELCUERTOWN STATE SCHOOL
FOR RESEARCH
June 23, 1977
It is the policy of Belchertov^n Stdte School to encourdge
responsible research in the area of mental retardation, while at the
same time protecting the rights and interests of persons participating
as subjects in such research. To properly discharge this responsibil-
ity, no research activity involving subjects or data can be permitted
unless a research proposal has been reviewed by the Committee on Resi-
dent Rights and Treatment (CORRT), and approved by the Superintendent.
All applications for conducting research at Belchertown State School
shall be submitted to the Superintendent. The Superintendent shall
then request the CORRT committee to review the proposed research in
regard to client rights and welfare. The Chairperson of CORRT shall
inform the Superintendent in writing of the committee's recommenda-
tions. The Superintendent shall notify the principal investigator of
his decision to approve or disapprove the research application.
To this end, the following procedures have been established:
PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING ACCESS TO DATA AND SUBJECTS
Access to Data : The following must be included in application
for access to data:
(1) Identification (name, address, and statement of profes-
sional qualification) of person or persons having
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responsibility for, or involvement in the access,
storage, and utilization of the data requested;
A research proposal submitted by an undergraduate
student will be considered only if the proposal is
endorsed by a member of the professional staff of the
facility who promises to supervise and assume respon-
sibility for the student.
(2) Explanation of the objectives for which the data are
sought;
(3) A description of the data being requested;
(4) The metfiod of data collection, storage, and utiliza-
tion to be employed;
(5) A statement tliat the investigators agree to limit the
use of the data requested from the Department to the
objectives stipulated in the application.
All requests for access to data must conform to the
statutes and to the Department of Mental Health regula-
tions relating to confidentiality.
Access to Subjects Involved in Research :
In addition to meeting procedural requirements for access to
data, investigators wishing to have access to subjects must meet the
following requirements:
(1) The investigator must provide a detailed description of
methods by which access to subjects will be initiated and
maintained, including (but not limited to) all major areas
no
of interviews, questionnaires, tests to be adninistered,
medications to be given, or other procedures or tech-
niques to be utilized;
(2) Applications must contain a description of how research
data will be safeguarded during the research period and
after the project is completed, including provisions for
the return or destruction of records, protocols, etc.,
at the expiration of their period of use;
(3) No investigator shall have access to a subject unless
that subject's informed consent (or that of a guardian)
has been obtained, documented and filed with the CORRT
committee. The basic elements of informed consent should
provide the subject (guardian) with:
(a) A fair explanation of the procedures to be followed
including an identification of those which are experi-
mental ;
(b) A description of any attendant discomforts and
foreseeable risks;
(c) A fair and honest description of the benefits to be
expected
;
(d) A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures
that would be advantageous to the subjects;
(e) An offer to answer any inquiries concerning the
procedures
;
(f) An instruction that the subject (guardian) is free
to withhold or to withdraw his consent and to discontinue
in
participation in the project or activity at any time.
In addition, the agreement entered into by the
subject (guardian) should include no exculpatory language
through which the subject (guardian) is made to waive or
appear to waive, any of his legal rights or to release the
facility or its agents from liability for negligence. The
informed consent of subjects (guardians) must be obtained
by methods that are adequate and appropriate, and in no
way coercive or prejudicial to his treatment, and welfare
in other respects within the facility. Note: Applications
for research shall be reviewed by the CORRT Committee
to the attainment of informed consent. Approval of
the application for research by the Superintendent shall
be contingent upon informed consent by the subjects
(guardians )
.
(4) A statement that at the termination of the project, at
least one copy of the findings and publications of the
research be transmitted to the Commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Mental Health and one copy to the Head of the
facility having direct and immediate responsibility for
the data and/or subjects involved in the research.
Once a research project has been reviewed by the CORRT committee,
and approved by the Superintendent, no modification in the research
design can be made without prior approval of the Superintendent. If
the principal investigator meets any unforeseen problems in the conduct
of the research, he should contact the chairperson of the CORRT committee
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as soon as possible for discussion and resolution. The principal
investigator shall be available for meetings with the Superintendent
or his designee for the purposes of monitoring the research and prog-
ress reports. These meetings will occur at the discretion of the
Superintendent, but for "long-term" projects, such meetings shall
occur at least on a semi-annual basis. In accord with his responsi-
bilities the Superintendent may at his discretion terminate any research
project that has led to a violation of client rights.
An investigator whose research application was not recommended
by the CORRT committee for approval may appeal in writing to the Super-
intendent. The Superi ntedent may uphold the committee's recommendation,
and reject the researcfi application, or endeavor to resolve the reasons
for the unfavorable recommendation by the committee.
William E. Jones, Ph.D.
Superintendent
WEJ/JHL/pac
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Dear
Belchertown^StdtG°Lhnnl''^
Director of the Children's Unit at the
_
Huirements tor an Ed.D., I must conduct an original research project.I have chosen tn ci-nriv/ fhl u.
handicapped mentally retarded indi vidua^^"^
multiply
evaluate for hearing at the two
guardian I am requesting your p
participate in this study.
IS an individual who I would like to
specified levels and as his/her
ermission to allow to
procedures*^^^
Participant in this study will undergo the following
(1) An interview of staff will be done to determine the response
the individual has to different sensory modalities and de-
velop a profile on the individual.
[Z) There will be ONE testing session during which the indivi-
dual's heart rate will be monitored by the use of an EKG and
skin sensors.
(3) The individual will be lying down and they will be introduced
to a sound (80 dB) for two seconds. This process will be
repeated eight times with a thirteen-second interval between
the stimuli. On the ninth trial a test sound (90 dB) will
be introduced.
The purpose of this project is to see if the individual reacts
to the change in the sound levels. This can be done by monitoring the
heart rate through the EKG recordings.
The introduction of the tvyo sounds and the monitoring of the
heart rate cause ^ pain or discomfort. Several researchers have
monitored heart rate in newborns and young children to determine their
response to sound. This study utilizes this method and has extended
it to older individuals to make an evaluation of the individual's
response to sound at tv^o levels so an educational profile to the
auditory stimuli tested can be established.
This study is being supervised by Dr. Alfred Karl son, Dr. David
Day and Dr. Robert James, who is a consultant to Belchertown State
School. In addition, this project has been approved by the Committee
on Resident's Rights to Treatment (CORRT) and by Dr. William E. Jones,
Superintendent of Belchertown State School.
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about th!I P®''^o™"y O'- desire more details
63?1 evJ Its h’
"'®-
' “>0 reached at (413) 323-
SIB?’
during the day (Honday-Friday)
; or at home (413) 253-
^Lrkshi^e Avlnn^^^’i^r
oan write me at Celchertown State School,
I oerKsnir enue, Belchertown, flA 01007.
for your
^
consent form and a stamped, addressed envelope
Sincerely,
Elizabeth E. Noonan,
Di rector
Children's Unit
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CONSEriT FORM
I agree to let
described in the attached letter.
participate in the study
I understand that I can withdraw this consent at any time.
I further understand that WILL NOT beidentified by name at any time and that all the data will be coded.
Legal Guardian Date
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TABLE 17
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AfJD POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=14
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 650.89 2.65 NS
Subjects 26 246.09
Total 27
NS = not significant.
TABLE 18
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=14
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 603.57 1.67 NS
Subjects 26 361.09
Total 27
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 19
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AHD POST-STAMDARD STinULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=13
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
Subjects
Total
1
24
25
680.35
264.03
2.58 NS
NS = not significant.
ANOVA OF
TABLE 20
THE PRE- AND POST-TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
OF TRIAL NINE, N=13
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 630.15 1.62 NS
Subjects 24 388.60
Total 25
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 21
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=12
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 477.04 1.71 NS
Subjects 22 278.41
Total 23
NS = not significant.
TABLE 22
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=12
Source of
Vari ati on
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 425.04 1.02 NS
Subjects 22 415.95
Total 23
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 23
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=11
—
..
.
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedoii Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 463.68 1.52 NS
Subjects 20 305. 36
Total 21
NS = not significant.
TABLE 24
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=ll
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 463.68 1.02 NS
Subjects 20 454.25
Total 21
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 25
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIHULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=10
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
Subjects
1 744.20 4.06 NS
18 183.50
Total 19
NS = not significant.
TABLE 26
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
OF TRIAL NINE, N=10
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 490.05 1.47 NS
Subjects 18 334.58
Total 19
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 27
A.NOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=9
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 410.89 1.84 NS
Subjects 16 223.85
Total 17
NS = not significant.
TABLE 28
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
OF TRIAL NINE, N=9
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 512.00 1.38 NS
Subjects 16 372.13
Total 17
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 29
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AHD POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=8
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 715.56 3.60 NS
Subjects 14 198.96
Total 15
NS = not significant.
TABLE 30
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=8
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 529.00 1.27 NS
Subjects 14 417.05
Total 15
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 31
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=7
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 714.29 3.66 NS
Subjects 12 195.14
Total 13
NS = not significant.
TABLE 32
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=7
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 787.50 1.95 NS
Subjects 12 403.57
Total 13
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 33
AriOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=5
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 705.60 5.79 *
Subjects 8 121.85
Total 9
*
= significant at the . 05 1 evel
.
TABLE 34
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=5
Source of Degrees of
Variation Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 640.00 1.76 NS
Subjects 8 363.80
Total 9
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 35
AiMOVA OF THE PRE- AfID POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=A
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 612.50 4.45 NS
Subjects
Total
6
7
137.58
NS = not significant.
TABLE 36
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AND POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=4
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 544.50 1.14 NS
Subjects 6 479.25
Total 7
NS = not significant.
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TABLE 37
ANOVA of TflE PRE- AND POST-STANDARD STIMULUS ONE
LEVEL OF TRIAL ONE, N=3
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures
1 204.17 2.37 NS
Subjects 4 86.17
Total 5
NS = not significant.
TABLE 38
ANOVA OF THE PRE- AMD POST-
OF TRIAL NINE
TEST STIMULUS LEVEL
,
N=3
Source of
Variation
Degrees of
Freedom Mean Square F-Ratio
Measures 1 204.17 1.45 NS
Subjects 4 141.17
Total 5
NS = not significant.
A P P E fJ D I X C
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electrical recording instrument specifications
Hewlett Packard Model 1 500B Electrocardiograph Machine
Power Requirements: 115 volts, 60 Hz, 45 watts maximum
Greater than 50 megaohms, shunted
via patient cable socket.
Standardization: 1 mV (±2%)
zener diode.
calibration signal derived from
Frequency response: Two ranges: not more than 3 dB down at45 Hz on low range; and not more than 3 dB down at 100 Hz
on the high range.
Paper Speed: 25 and 50 mm/second. Chart paper 50 mm ruled
width, 6 cm total width, with 1 mm vertical and horizontal
divisions.
Rudmose Warblet 3000
Model Number: RA 109.
Battery powered: one size "D" battery.
Speaker portion: Electro Voice model PA-7.
Battery test gauge to indicate output level selector.
Frequency: 3000 Hz.
Decibel selector: 80, 90, or 100 dB. Manually switched.
Decade Interval Timers
Model lOOC, Series D: .0001 to 1.0 seconds.
Model 111-C, Series D: .01 to 10.0 seconds.
Hunter Manufacturing Co., Inc., Iowa City, Iowa.


